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BACKGROUND

01 BACKGROUND
1.1 REQUEST BY THE FIFA CONGRESS
The 71st Congress, held on 21 May 2021, requested

chapter outlines the aim and objectives of this report,

FIFA to carry out a feasibility study into staging

provides an overview of its content and summarises

the FIFA World Cup™ every two years within the

the methodology adopted by the FIFA administration

context of a revised international match calendar

in conducting the study.

(IMC), highlighting the importance of reviewing
“how the global game is structured and… what is

It is important to note that the proposal formed part

best for the future of our sport”.

of agenda item 10.2 of the 71st FIFA Congress, which
also requested a feasibility study to be conducted

This request was voted on by FIFA’s 211 member

into organising a FIFA Women’s World Cup™ every

associations (MAs) and received overwhelming

two years. The feasibility study regarding the FIFA

support, with 166 MAs (over 88% of the valid votes

Women’s World Cup is part of a separate, stand-

cast) and a majority in all six confederations voting

alone report which encompasses all elements of the

in favour of the proposal (AFC – 100%; CAF – 100%;

women’s game, including addressing the proposal for

Concacaf – 88%; CONMEBOL – 86%; OFC – 100%;

a global women’s football competition concept under

UEFA – 64%).

agenda item 10.1. Notwithstanding this, any alignment
between the studies and concepts is reflected across

The FIFA Congress mandated the FIFA administration
to perform the aforementioned feasibility study. This

both reports.
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BACKGROUND

1.2 FRAMEWORK OF THIS STUDY
The aim of this study is to assess the feasibility of organising the FIFA World Cup on a biennial basis within a
revised IMC.

1.3 PROCESS UNDERTAKEN
Following the mandate by the FIFA Congress in May 2021, FIFA has sought to institute a robust four-phase process:

Naturally, this begs the question: “what is considered to be feasible?”. Given the importance of the subject and its
impact on the future of football, FIFA is duty-bound to pursue the highest standards in its handling of this matter.
Accordingly, the FIFA administration has established that in order to satisfy the threshold for feasibility, the
concept must:
•

be viable;

•

be sustainable;

•

yield positive impacts on the global football landscape; and

•

be aligned with FIFA’s vision and objectives for the future of the game.

Exploration

Consultation

Analysis

Decision

Phase 1: exploration
In July and August 2021, the FIFA administration developed some initial ideas around a

Other key principles the FIFA administration has followed within this feasibility study and which are considered

biennial FIFA World Cup, with the primary focus on optimising the football-related and

to represent best practice include:

technical elements of such a concept (i.e. players’ conditions, competitive formats, etc.). These
ideas were shared and validated with a number of leading football experts, including past and

•
•

•

Transparency: initial concepts, ideas and information have been shared at the earliest opportunity in the

current players and coaches. This culminated in the establishment of a Technical Advisory

process in order to encourage open debate on all related topics.

Group (TAG) on the future of men’s football. Composed of a panel of top footballers and

Consultation: a comprehensive and inclusive consultation process has been conducted, providing world

coaches from across six continents boasting over 3,000 international appearances and 300

football’s key stakeholders with the opportunity to provide their feedback and help shape the development

FIFA World Cup matches between them, the group met several times (both online and face-

of the final concept.

to-face) between May and September 2021 to exchange insights on the current organisation

Objectivity: the analysis conducted as part of this study has been presented in an objective and impartial

of the men’s game and these initial ideas.

manner.
Phase 2: consultation
Since September 2021, FIFA has engaged in a thorough and wide-reaching consultation
process with all key football stakeholders, including its 211 MAs, the six confederations, clubs,
leagues, players, coaches, media, commercial partners and, last but not least, the fans. Whilst
the process considered football-related and technical elements, it adopted a considerably
broader and more holistic approach in an effort to help improve and refine the initial concepts
into clearer revised concepts for analysis. For an overview of the process, see this video.
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Phase 3: analysis

BACKGROUND

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

In parallel to and informed by the aforementioned consultation process, the FIFA

In order to achieve the objective established in the previous section (relating to phase 4) and to present all of

administration performed this feasibility study between October and mid-December. In terms

the analysis in a user-friendly way, the report has been structured as follows:

of the methodology employed, FIFA’s process for gathering the information and content
presented in the study involved a mix of internal and external expertise as well as consultation-

•

based feedback.

the body of this report.
•

•

football perspective, with a focus on the IMC. The chapter also highlights the key issues and challenges

in the world, FIFA leveraged its competences to internally analyse the operational and

within the current structure.
•

With regard to commercial and financial analysis, FIFA sought independent expertise
from Nielsen Sports and OpenEconomics to closely assess the impact of hosting the
FIFA World Cup every two years and other amendments to the international match
calendar.

•

Chapter 3 examines the current landscape in men’s football, from both an international and a club

As global football’s governing body and organiser of some of the biggest sporting events
legal implications of organising a biennial FIFA World Cup.

•

Chapter 2 summarises the key information, analysis and findings of this feasibility study, as outlined in

Finally, the competition-, technical-, player- and fan-related aspects are the result of
the extensive stakeholder consultation process referred to above. As previously noted,
the feedback received during this process heavily influenced the revised concepts of
the biennial FIFA World Cup as presented in this document.

Phase 4: decision
The publication of this report following the Global Summit on the Future of Football that took
place on 20 December 2021 serves to further facilitate the ongoing consultation process and
discussions between FIFA and all key stakeholders. In the event that a proposal is put to the
FIFA Congress in the future, this report also serves to support FIFA’s member associations in
considering their position and making an informed decision.

Chapter 4 explores the latest concepts for a biennial FIFA World Cup, including the timing, format and
potential qualification pathways, while also examining the impact on the IMC.

•

Chapters 5-10 analyse some of the key considerations regarding the biennial FIFA World Cup concept.
These include competition, player, fan, organisational, financial and legal considerations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
CONCLUSION
On the basis of the revised concepts developed and the analysis outlined in
this report, it is the FIFA administration’s assessment that it would be feasible
to organise a FIFA World Cup on a biennial basis within the context of a revised
international match calendar. This is because the concepts:
•

are positive for football from a sporting, competition and organisational

FIFA
WORLD CUP
ON A BIENNIAL
BASIS

standpoint;
•

are financially sustainable for FIFA and its MAs;

•

are not subject to any material legal constraints;

•

on the whole, yield positive impacts on the global football landscape

Positive for football

(including respecting player welfare and the viewpoints of fans); and
•

are fully aligned with FIFA’s vision to make football truly global and improve

Financially sustainable

the future landscape of football;
and therefore meet the feasibility threshold, as set out in the introduction to this

Not subject to material
legal constraints

report.
Having established the feasibility of biennial FIFA World Cups within a revised

Positive impacts on global
football landscape

international match calendar, further consultation will continue to factor in
the findings of this report, leading ultimately to a policy decision on the future
structure of men’s football.

Aligned with FIFA’s vision
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CONCEPTS FOR A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS
•

Based on an awareness of the key issues/challenges with the current landscape, the objectives listed below
were defined as a framework for exploring a feasible concept.

SHAPE THE FOOTBALL OF
TOMORROW

Biennial FIFA World Cups within a revised IMC

KEY FEASIBILITY STUDY FINDINGS

Reduce release days and promote

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF
FOOTBALL GLOBALLY

PROMOTE AND PROTECT
THE PLAYERS

Offer more meaningful games

No increase in the number

streamlined qualification pathways

of games

Grouping of international windows

Give every talent a chance

Less “stop & go”

Align the continental final

Close the gap

Less travel for players

Provide players with more

Guaranteed rest for players

tournaments and harmonise the
calendar (including the women’s

CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL
•

The current landscape of men’s football is the

of issues/challenges that need addressing. FIFA’s

culmination of decades of largely organic growth

extensive analysis, which has examined the

and evolution, with the progressive introduction

structures currently in place with regard to national-

and expansion of competitions and leagues at

team and club football and the international match

national, regional, continental and international
levels.
•

international match calendar)

•

There is a general consensus that the current

chances to “shine”

The initial concept developed regarding the

with final tournaments (either the FIFA World

calendar more broadly, supports this proposition.

organisation of a FIFA World Cup every two years

Cup or space for a continental tournament)

Some of the key issues/challenges identified include

consisted of the following key elements:

in June. For confederations that due to

the following (grouped by theme):

•

Holding the tournament in the June window, to

climatic conditions cannot hold their final

be designated for final tournaments.

tournaments in June, this concept offers the

Implementing a mandatory rest period of

flexibility to organise final tournaments in the

approximately three weeks applied on an

October window and play qualifiers in the

individual player basis to take advantage of the

June window instead, where needed, with

additional space created in the revised calendar

minimum disruption to the calendar.

•

landscape of men’s football presents a number
•
ISSUES RELATED TO THE
INTERNATIONAL MATCH
CALENDAR

ISSUES RELATED TO THE
STANDARD OF
INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL

ISSUES RELATED TO
PLAYER WELFARE

Lack of harmonisation in final and

Low proportion of meaningful

Congestion

qualification tournaments

matches

courtesy of the reduction in matches and release

•

Initial Concept B: four qualifiers played

days.

in October and three qualifiers played in

Two options for consolidating the windows:

March, with matches held at the end of May/

•

Initial Concept A: qualifiers (a maximum

beginning of June and final tournaments

Disparity in playing opportunities for

Disruption to club/

national teams

national-team environments

Competitive imbalance/performance

Other issues such as excessive travel

of seven) played in October, with matches

(either the FIFA World Cup or space for a

disparity across regions

and limited rest

held at the end of May/beginning of June,

continental tournament) in June.

•
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

•

A revised concept has been developed on the

Revised Concept B2: three matches played in

basis of the feedback received during the ongoing

October, three matches played in November

consultation process, which addresses the number

and two matches played in March, with up to

of matches being played and the approach to

two matches held at the end of May/beginning

structuring the windows. In that respect, in addition

of June.

to retaining the status quo, there are three new

For all of the above three options, final tournaments

options for structuring the windows:

(being either the FIFA World Cup or continental

•

Revised Concept A: six matches played in

tournaments, should the confederation wish to

October and two matches played in March,

organise one) would be played in June, except for

with up to two matches held at the end of May/
•

PLAYER-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

From a player load perspective, the initial concepts

(both initial and revised), would have clear positive

those confederations that due to climatic reasons

developed would result in a reduction in national-

impacts from a player-welfare standpoint both in

beginning of June.

may need to find alternative windows to organise

team match slots for friendlies/qualifiers over a

terms of injury prevention and player performance.

Revised Concept B1: four matches played in

these tournaments.

4-year cycle. Under the revised concepts amended

•

October, two matches played in November and

result in a reduction in the number of windows

The revised concept (including the three options

qualification pathways would compensate for any

compared to the status quo. This would therefore

matches held at the end of May/beginning of

for structuring the windows) serves as the reference

(very small) additional matches played by national

yield corresponding benefits in terms of reduced

June.

point for the purposes of this feasibility study.

teams participating in the FIFA World Cup. For the

player travel (in particular long-haul flights for

vast majority, the number of national-team match

foreign-based players representing their national

slots would remain the same. Moreover, from the

teams), which would in turn be favourable from a

individual player perspective, the analysis suggests

player-welfare perspective both in terms of injury

that the total number of national-team matches

and illness prevention and player performance.

•

played should not increase in any material respect

COMPETITION-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

•

The concepts (both initial and revised) would

based on feedback received, the streamlining of the

two matches played in March, with up to two

•

•

•

•

A FIFA World Cup every two years would provide

(if at all), and in any event would only concern a very

more playing opportunities for national teams.

small proportion of the professional player pool.

Playing in a FIFA World Cup can result in improved

In terms of release days, the overall number

national-team

performance

in

the

future.

The concepts for organising a FIFA World Cup every

available to each confederation that would allow

two years presented in this report would lead to the

qualification competitions to be held for biennial

of release days from clubs would reduce or in

Exposure to the FIFA World Cup also provides

harmonisation of the international match calendar

FIFA World Cups and existing confederation final

exceptional cases would remain the same.

teams with higher revenues to reinvest in football

and could generate a number of associated benefits.

tournaments and Nations Leagues.

The introduction of a mandatory rest period at the

development, such as enhancing young people’s

Based on the simulations studied, it is entirely

end of the season of approximately three weeks in

access to the game.

feasible that different options and formats are

length, as foreseen under the concepts developed

•
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

FAN CONSIDERATIONS

•

To survey the viewpoint of current and prospective

•

Approval outweighs disapproval across all

fans towards more frequent FIFA World Cups,

age categories, particularly amongst younger

and in particular biennial FIFA World Cups, one

fans (i.e. 16-24, 25-34).

•

To understand the financial impacts of organising a

benefit from increases to the FIFA Club Benefits

FIFA World Cup every two years, FIFA commissioned:

Programme and value generation for their players,

•

Nielsen Sports to analyse the direct financial

whilst member associations would benefit from

impacts, including on:

sizeable increases in FIFA Forward distributions.

Consequently, it can be concluded that the positive

•

FIFA

FIFA would also establish an MA Solidarity Fund

many as 140 countries and approximately 100,000

results not only provide an adequate level of

•

Member associations

to provide additional protection in the unlikely

respondents.

assurance with regard to the appetite for football

•

The national-team football ecosystem

event that any member association experienced

Based on the results of the study conducted, a

fans and the public at large across the world to

OpenEconomics to analyse the broader

any negative financial impact, amounting to

majority of fans and the public at large would like

watch more frequent FIFA World Cups, but the

financial and socioeconomic impacts at a

~USD 3.5bn for the first full cycle and increasing

to see FIFA World Cups more frequently.

results should also give confidence to various

macroeconomic level.

to ~USD 4.0bn in the second cycle.

When it comes to football fans:

stakeholders, including member associations,

of the most comprehensive global sports market
research studies ever was conducted, reaching as

•

•

•

•

•

•

The detailed results of the analysis can be found in

commercial partners and broadcasters, as to the

separate, stand-alone reports produced by Nielsen

concept would enable all member associations

Cups (i.e. biennially) significantly outweighs

viability and sustainability of a biennial FIFA World

Sports and OpenEconomics respectively.

and regions to benefit from increased revenues

disapproval across all regions.

Cup concept.

Based on the analysis conducted, organising a FIFA

and be better off in absolute terms, whilst also

World Cup every two years is forecast to generate

ensuring a more even redistribution of revenues to

a significant increase in revenues over a four-year

help facilitate bridging the gap. This is in line with

cycle when compared to the status quo, resulting

FIFA’s objective to ensure global competitiveness.

•

•

In macroeconomic terms, it is estimated that the

first cycle. Looking at the football ecosystem as

revised concept presented in this report could

a whole, the revised concept (which factors in not

generate a global GDP of more than USD 180bn

only biennial FIFA World Cups but also changes to

in present value terms, whilst also generating

With its new operational model in place, FIFA

the international match calendar) would lead to an

almost two million permanent jobs over a 16-year

confidence that there would be a sufficient pool of

is confident that it could successfully organise

even greater positive overall impact on revenues

period.

high-quality potential hosts to choose from in the

FIFA World Cups on a biennial basis. Sufficient

in absolute terms generated from national-team

foreseeable future.

operational lead-in time and resources would be

football globally, rising by ~USD 6.6bn (~35% uplift)

benefit from the revised concept in economic

In terms of the appointment processes for securing

imperative to ensure that FIFA could continue to

already in the first cycle.

terms. Clubs generally benefit in overall terms

hosts, there are multiple options available which

deliver the best FIFA World Cup with each passing

This uplift would flow directly through to member

from players’ participation in national-team

are regarded as feasible.

edition.

associations and the national-team football

football, whilst local and regional competitions

ecosystem to ensure that all would be better off,

could leverage the increase in interest and

with FIFA retaining no incremental revenues arising

participation generated at the global level to gain

from this additional tournament. Teams would

a more significant share of the “football dividend”.

ORGANISATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

•

The analysis also indicates that the revised

Approval for more frequent FIFA World

in an additional ~USD 4.4bn (~62% uplift) in the

•

•

Based on the analysis performed, FIFA has every

•

•

benefit from increases in prize money, clubs would

•

Analysis suggests that clubs and leagues could

| 17
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
•

•

FIFA’s commercial agreements that are currently

current barriers to a FIFA World Cup being organised

in place do not prevent world football’s governing

every two years in the future and for the necessary

body from organising FIFA World Cups every two

regulatory amendments for a revised international

years in the future.

match calendar to be made. If that occurs, the

Likewise, neither the FIFA Statutes nor any other set

regulatory framework could be consolidated into a

of regulations in place prevent FIFA from organising

new and streamlined single set of regulations.

FIFA World Cups every two years in the future.
•

The regulatory framework for international football
is adaptable to policy decisions. There are no

A FIFA
WORLD CUP
EVERY TWO
YEARS

| 19

CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

By way of background, the current landscape of men’s football is the culmination of decades of largely organic
growth and evolution, with the progressive introduction and expansion of competitions and leagues at national,
regional, continental and international levels.
The purpose of this section is to provide a high-level snapshot of this complex ecosystem and the prevailing
trends, at both national-team and club level, and identify what (if any) key issues and challenges arise. It was
stated at the 71st FIFA Congress on 21 May 2021 that:
“Much of what we do as member associations, not only in terms of national team football but also with
regard to domestic club competitions, is driven by and centred around the current four-year ‘World
Cup cycles’ of both the men’s FIFA World Cup and the FIFA Women’s World Cup.”
Therefore, the current men’s international match calendar, which provides the framework for the current fouryear cycles and the interplay between national-team and club football, will serve as a key reference point for the
analysis contained in this section.
In order to consider what a four-year “World Cup cycle” currently looks like, the landscape of men’s football
during previous FIFA World Cup cycles has been examined. The diagram below illustrates the scheduling of
confederation final tournaments for the 2018-2022 FIFA World Cup cycle prior to the COVID-19 pandemic:

FIFA World
CupTM

03

CURRENT
LANDSCAPE OF
MEN’S
FOOTBALL

2019

2020

2021

FIFA World
CupTM
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CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

3.1 NATIONAL-TEAM
FOOTBALL

In broad terms, between 1990 and the upcoming 2022 edition, the preliminary competition has increased from
314 matches involving 116 teams and spanning approximately 20 months, to 884 matches involving 210 teams
and spanning approximately 30 months.

3.1.1 THE FIFA WORLD CUP AND ITS QUALIFICATION PATHWAYS
The FIFA World Cup is FIFA’s flagship men’s football tournament and the largest single-sport event in the world.

The formats of the preliminary competition are defined by each confederation and vary considerably.

It consists of two stages:

The table below summarises the qualification pathways for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 (prior to rescheduling
and changes of formats due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has since elongated the timeframes):

A) the preliminary competition (in which teams compete to qualify for the final competition); and
B) the final competition.
teams 46

Preliminary competition (qualification pathways)
Following the inaugural FIFA World Cup in 1930, when participation was by invitation only, the preliminary
competition has served as the qualification pathway to determine which national teams participate in the final

matches 228

4.5 slots | 4 rounds

Jun. 2019 - Nov. 2021

competition of the FIFA World Cup.
teams 54

Over the course of time, the size, scale and complexity of the preliminary competition have grown considerably.

matches 158

5 slots | 3 rounds

Sep. 2019 - Nov. 2021

The table below provides an overview of the number of matches played and the overall time frame of the
preliminary competition, edition by edition, over the last 30 years:
teams 35

matches 118

3.5 slots | 3 rounds
Oct. 2020 - Oct. 2021

EDITION

DURATION
MONTHS

PARTICIPATING
TEAMS

MATCHES
PLAYED

NO. OF QUALIFIED
TEAMS

1990 (Italy)

20

116

314

24 (22 + host +
defending champions)

1994 (USA)

21

147

497

24 (22 + host +
defending champions)

1998 (France)

21

174

643

32 (30 + host +
defending champions)

2002 (Korea/Japan)

21

199

777

32 (29 + hosts +
defending champions)

2006 (Germany)

27

197

847

32 (31 + host)

teams 10

28

205

849

4.5 slots | 1 round
Mar. 2020 - Nov. 2021

teams 11

matches 31

0.5 slots | 2 rounds*
Mar. - Oct. 2021

teams 55

2010 (South Africa)

matches 90

matches 259

13 slots | 2 rounds

32 (31 + host)
Mar. 2021 - Mar. 2022

2014 (Brazil)

30

203

820

32 (31 + host)

2018 (Russia)

33

210

872

32 (31 + host)

2022 (Qatar) *

30

210

884

32 (31 + host)

*Format foreseen prior to COVID-19 pandemic

Illustration Qualification pathways for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022™ (pre COVID-19 pandemic)
* Based on a format considered by the OFC in 2020.
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CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

A more detailed look at each individual qualification tournament illustrates the significant differences among
the confederation pathways in terms of the duration, format and number of matches played:

12 teams (ranked 35-46) play home-andaway over two legs, with the six winners

Round 1

12 teams

round winners, divided into eight groups

away over two legs, with the 14 winners

Round 1

28 teams

Round 2

40 teams

Round 3

10 teams

advancing to the second round.

advancing to the second round.

34 teams (ranked 1-34) and the six first-

28 teams (ranked 27-54) play home-and-

Round 2

40 teams
26 teams (ranked 1-26) and the 14 first-

of five teams, play home-and-away

round winners are divided into ten groups

round-robin matches.

of four teams to play home-and-away
round-robin matches.

The eight group winners and four best
runners-up advance to the third round.

The ten group winners advance to the
third round.

The 12 teams that advance from the
second round are drawn into two groups

Round 3

12 teams
The ten second-round group winners play

of six teams to play home-and-away

home-and-away over two legs.

round-robin matches.
The five winners qualify for the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022.

The top two teams in each group qualify
for the FIFA World Cup 2022. The two thirdplaced teams advance to the fourth round.

The two third-placed teams from the
third round play home and away over
two legs. The winner advances to
the intercontinental play-offs.

Round 4

2 teams

| 25
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CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

Six teams (ranked 1-6) play home-andaway round-robin matches in one single

TOP-SEEDED
HEXAGONAL GROUP

6 teams

Ten teams play in a league of home-andaway round-robin matches. The top four

group. The top three teams qualify for the

teams qualify for the FIFA World Cup Qatar

FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. The fourth-

2022.

Round 1

10 teams

Round 1

11 teams

Round 2

4 teams

placed team advances to the play-off
round.

The fifth-placed team advances to the
intercontinental playoffs.

29 teams (ranked 7-35) divided into eight
groups (five four-team groups and three

LOWER-SEEDED GROUP &
KNOCKOUT STAGE

29 teams

three-team groups) play home-and-away
round-robin matches.

11 teams are split into two groups (one

The eight group winners advance to a

five-team group and one six-team group)

knockout stage of two-legged home-

and play single round-robin matches,

and-away matches, consisting of quarter-

with the top two teams from each group

finals, semi-finals and the final. The

advancing to the second round.

winner of the knockout stage advances to
the play-off round.

The fourth-placed team of the hexagonal
group plays the winner of the knockout
stage.

The

winner

advances

the intercontinental play-offs.

to

PLAY-OFF
ROUND

2 teams

The four teams that advanced from the first
round play in two-legged home-and-away
matches, consisting of the semi-finals and
the final.

The winner advances to the intercontinental play-offs.
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CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

There is also a significant disparity with regard to the number
of matches that are played by teams in order to qualify for the
FIFA World Cup.
55 teams are drawn into ten groups
(five five-team groups and five six-team

GROUP STAGE

55 teams

The timeframes of each qualification tournament differ markedly. The longest qualification tournament is that
of the AFC region, which was scheduled to be played over 30 months (it is now being played over 38 months),
whereas the qualifiers for the OFC region are played over only eight months (around 25% of the AFC region

groups) to play home-and-away round-

timeframe). The qualifiers for the Concacaf and UEFA regions are also played over a much shorter period than

robin matches.

some of the other confederation qualification tournaments, and notably they are being played over less than
half the number of months than those of the AFC and CAF regions.

The ten group winners qualify for the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022.

The ten group runners-up are joined by
the two best group winners of the 2020/21
UEFA Nations League that have neither
qualified directly for the final tournament

AFC

30 months

CAF

27 months

Concacaf

13 months

CONMEBOL

21 months

as European Qualifiers group winners, nor
OFC

entered the play-offs already as European
Qualifiers group runners-up.

12 teams are drawn into three play-off
paths, playing two rounds of single-match
play-offs (semi-finals and finals).

UEFA

PLAY-OFFS

12 teams

8 months
13 months

Illustration Number of months over which each confederation’s FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 qualification pathway is held

There is also a significant disparity with regard to the number of matches that are played by teams in order to
qualify for the FIFA World Cup. For example, the lowest number of matches that a national team from the AFC
and CONMEBOL regions can play in order to qualify directly for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 is 18, whereas a

The three play-off path winners qualify for

team from the CAF or UEFA regions can qualify having played less than half this number of matches.

the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
AFC

18 matches

CAF

8 matches

Concacaf

10 matches

CONMEBOL

18 matches

OFC

10 matches

UEFA

8 matches

Illustration Minimum number of matches in order to qualify for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
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The disparity in qualifying is further highlighted when considering the number of games that teams from different

Final competition (FIFA World Cup)

confederations will play prior to contesting the intercontinental play-offs for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022. If a

Since the inaugural edition in Uruguay in 1930, the final competition of the FIFA World Cup has been held every

team from the AFC is drawn against a team from the OFC, they could potentially have played 14 more qualifying

four years (with the exceptions of 1942 and 1946).

matches than their opponent prior to the play-off matches.
The format of the final competition has evolved throughout the years, with the number of participating teams
The differences in qualification pathways also mean that some teams do not have the opportunity to play

increasing from just 13 at the first FIFA World Cup in 1930 to the 48 countries that will compete at the 23rd edition

meaningful and competitive matches for long periods in the event that they are eliminated in the early rounds of

in 2026, to be jointly hosted by Canada, Mexico and the USA. This evolution is illustrated in the diagram below:

a preliminary competition. By way of example, Pakistan were eliminated from the first round of the AFC qualifiers
for the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia on 23 March 2015. Following their elimination, they did not participate in a
FIFA World Cup qualifying match again for over four years until the first round of the AFC qualifiers for the FIFA

48

World Cup Qatar 2022 on 11 June 2019. This means that for more than four years, over 200 million people living
in the world’s fifth-most populous country were unable to dream of participating in a FIFA World Cup. There are

TEAMS

numerous similar examples from other confederations, and the issue of teams being eliminated after just one
or two rounds of qualification matches has been identified as a matter of concern for football development
in certain confederations, resulting in new qualification pathways being considered in order to ensure more
regular, competitive and meaningful matches for a greater number of member associations.

13
TEAMS

1930

16

24

32
TEAMS

TEAMS

TEAMS

1934-1978

1982-1994

1998-2022

from 2026

Taking a look at the format of the FIFA World Cup for which the hosts were most recently appointed – the 2026
edition – 48 teams will qualify for the final competition, playing 80 matches in total (16 more than previous
editions). The format comprises the following two stages:
•

A group stage involving 16 three-team groups, with the teams in each group playing each other once – 48
matches in total across the entire stage. At the conclusion of the group stage, the top two teams in each
group will qualify for the knockout stage – 32 teams advancing.

•

The knockout stage will commence with a new round of 32 and will involve straight elimination matches
throughout – 32 teams in total across the entire stage.
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In contrast to the evolution of the preliminary competition in terms of duration and complexity, whilst the number
of teams and matches have grown over time, the time frame has remained rather consistent for quite some time.

EDITION

DURATION
(DAYS)

PARTICIPATING
TEAMS

MATCHES
PLAYED

1990 Italy

31

24

52

1994 USA

31

24

52

1998 France

33

32

64

2002 Korea/Japan

31

32

64

2006 Germany

31

32

64

2010 South Africa

31

32

64

2014 Brazil

32

32

64

2018 Russia

32

32

64

2022 Qatar

28

32

64

2026 Canada, Mexico, USA

TBC*

48

80

The final competition of the FIFA World Cup still only occupies a
one-month period within a four-year cycle, which is equivalent to
2% of the international match calendar

3.1.2 CONFEDERATION FINAL TOURNAMENTS AND THEIR QUALIFICATION
PATHWAYS
In addition to qualification tournaments for the FIFA World Cup and the final tournament itself, confederation
final tournaments and qualification pathways also represent a significant component of the current four-year
“World Cup cycle”.
Confederation final tournaments / Nations Leagues

* Expected to be approx. 32 days

Indeed, during the same time frame (1990 to 2022), the duration of the final competition has fallen by three days
despite the number of teams increasing from 24 to 32 and the number of matches increasing by approximately
23%. Looking beyond to the 2026 edition, which is expected to be organised over approximately 32 days (subject
to the final match schedule), the FIFA World Cup will be returning to the Concacaf region after 32 years, and yet
despite the number of teams having doubled and the number of matches having increased by over 50%, the
length of the tournament is likely to be almost the same.
In fact, it is worth noting that in 1974 – just over 50 years prior to the FIFA World Cup in 2026 – the tournament
was only three days shorter despite there only being 16 participating teams, in other words just one third of the
number of teams that will line up in 2026.
The upshot of the above analysis is that, despite it having considerably increased in scale, the final competition
of the FIFA World Cup still only occupies a one-month period within a four-year cycle, which is equivalent to 2%
of the international match calendar.

At present, there are six confederation final tournaments and two Nations Leagues for national teams that
are usually contested every two or four years in between the years of the FIFA World Cup and played within
the framework of the international match calendar. The table on the next page offers an overview of these
tournaments and their current frequency:
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Whilst there may be an observable degree of regularity with regard to the frequency of some of the tournaments,
there are several instances in which frequencies have evolved or been altered on an isolated or permanent basis.
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When part of a broader strategy or when required by the
circumstances, there is a degree of flexibility to adjust and adapt
final tournaments and their qualification pathways

For example:
The above summary tends to show that, when part of a broader strategy or when required by the circumstances,
•
•

The AFC switched the AFC Asian Cup from even years to odd years after the 2004 edition of the competition,

there is a degree of flexibility to adjust and adapt final tournaments and their qualification pathways (whether or

playing again three years later in 2007 (rather than four years later in 2008).

not at short notice), with key competition and operational aspects having been appropriately managed in order

The CAF Africa Cup of Nations has consistently been played every two years, but back-to-back tournaments

to deliver successful tournaments.

were played within 12 months of each other in 2012 and 2013 in order to switch from even years to odd
•
•

years.

In terms of the timing of the final tournaments, there are also differences in approach across each of the continents,

The biennial frequency of the Concacaf Gold Cup was twice interrupted when there was a three-year period

with some confederations having organised their competitions at a relatively consistent time of year (e.g. UEFA,

between the 1993 and 1996 edition and when back-to-back tournaments were played in 2002 and 2003.

Concacaf, CONMEBOL), whilst other confederations have shifted the timings of their final competitions from one

The frequency of the CONMEBOL Copa América has been relatively flexible, with a three-year gap between

edition to the next (e.g. AFC, CAF, OFC) due in part to the climatic conditions of the host(s). Although this once

the 2004 and 2007 editions and again between 2016 and 2019, as well as back-to-back editions in 2015 and

again demonstrates the ability to change and adapt, it can also sometimes be the cause of scheduling and player-

2016 (in order to accommodate the Copa Centenario). There should also have been back-to-back editions

release problems due to the misalignment of confederation final tournaments.

in 2019 and 2020 but the edition originally scheduled for 2020 was postponed by one year to 2021 due to
•
•

the COVID-19 pandemic.

The months of the year during which the confederations have played their last five final tournaments are illustrated

The OFC Nations League was played biennially from 1996 to 2004 but switched to a quadrennial

on the next page, with June and July being the months when the majority of confederation final tournaments

tournament from 2004.

have been contested:

The UEFA European Football Championship (UEFA EURO) has consistently been held every four years,
except for in 2020 when it was postponed until 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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JANUARY

2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
Based on pre-COVID-19 scheduling
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FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
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It is also worth noting that at one time or another, each confederation has hosted an edition of its final tournament
in the months of June/July, which suggests a capacity for alignment of confederation tournaments during a
similar timeframe depending upon the selected host(s). Indeed, in recent years, there have been more instances

This reinforces the significant differences in terms of the
opportunities for teams from different confederations to play
meaningful and competitive matches

of confederation final tournaments taking place concurrently.
This reinforces the significant differences in terms of the opportunities for teams from different confederations
The format and duration of the confederation final tournaments are all relatively similar and consist of group

to play meaningful and competitive matches on a consistent and regular basis, as seen with the different

stages in which each team in each group plays each other once, followed by knockout stages.

qualification pathways for the FIFA World Cup.

FINAL
TOURNAMENT

AFC Asian Cup

FREQUENCY

FORMAT

MATCHES

In addition to the confederation final tournaments discussed above, the Concacaf Nations League and the
UEFA Nations League are both new confederation tournaments which have recently been introduced. These

Every 4 years

CAF Africa Cup of
Nations

Every 2 years

Concacaf Gold
Cup

Every 2 years

CONMEBOL Copa
América

Every 4 years

OFC Nations Cup

Every 4 years

UEFA EURO

TEAMS

Every 4 years

24

Group stage
(6 groups of 4)

Knockout stage
(Round of 16, QF, SF, F)

51

24

Group stage
(6 groups of 4)

Knockout stage
(Round of 16, QF, SF, F)

52

16

Group stage
(4 groups of 4)

Knockout stage
(QF, SF, F)

31

12

Group stage
(3 groups of 4)

Knockout stage
(QF, SF, F)

26

8

Group stage
(2 groups of 4)

Knockout stage
(SF, F)

15

24

Group stage
(6 groups of 4)

Knockout stage
(Round of 16, QF, SF, F)

51

tournaments highlight the desire for competitive and meaningful matches to be played on a more regular basis
in place of friendly matches and were first played in 2019 and 2018 respectively.
The Concacaf Nations League consists of two stages: a “league” phase, which is followed by the Nations League
finals. In the inaugural tournament, there was also a qualifying phase in order to determine the seeding for
the league phase. The league phase involves 41 teams playing across three tiered leagues, each of which
has four groups. The top team from each of the League A groups plays in the Nation League finals, which is
a knockout competition consisting of semi-finals, a 3rd/4th-place match and a final. Teams are promoted and
relegated between the three tiered leagues and, as mentioned above, the Concacaf Nations League also acts as
a qualifying tournament for the Concacaf Gold Cup. A total of 106 matches were played as part of the 2019-20
Concacaf Nations League.
The UEFA Nations League also consists of two stages: a “league” phase and the Nations League finals. A total of

Although the confederation final tournaments are relatively uniform in terms of format and duration, the

55 teams play across four tiered leagues, with the four group winners of League A playing in the Nations League

qualification pathways for these tournaments differ considerably. As illustrated below, the number of matches

finals, which is a knockout competition consisting of semi-finals, a 3rd/4th-place match and a final. Teams are

that need to be played in order to qualify for a confederation final tournament can be as few as three in the case

promoted and relegated between the four tiered leagues and, as mentioned above, the UEFA Nations League is

of the OFC Nations Cup, but teams can have to contest up to five times more games in order to qualify for the

also linked to European qualification for the FIFA World Cup. A total of 142 matches were played as part of the

AFC Asian Cup.

2018-19 UEFA Nations League.

15

7
4
6

10

8

2

8

6

5

4

0

AFC

CAF

Concacaf


0
CONMEBOL

Minimum no. of matches to qualify

3
0
OFC

UEFA

Additional no. of matches to qualify
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Confederation qualification pathways

The two charts below also show the evolution of the qualification pathways across the last five editions of each

Not unlike the preliminary competition for the FIFA World Cup, the size, scale and complexity of the qualification

confederation final tournament:

pathways for the confederation final tournaments have also generally been on an upwards trend. The table
below shows the current qualification formats of each confederation.

300

252

200

QUALIFICATION
PATHWAYS
AFC Asian Cup
(2023 edition)

DURATION

37 months

TEAMS

46

FORMAT

4 rounds

NO. OF
MATCHES
212

100

14 months

52

2 rounds

130
74

2004
2004 2007

35 + 6

Concacaf Nations League + two-round
qualification tournament
•
•

2011

2015

152

4

30

30

28

2011
2015

2013

2015

68

2019
2007

2012

2013

2015
2011

2017

2019

CAF

Concacaf

200



10

10

24

2002

2004

2011
2008

201720192019

248

6

6

2012

2016

268

262

0

118

1 2 teams qualify directly from the
Concacaf Nations League
6 teams compete over two rounds,
playing home-and-away over two legs
with four teams qualifying

1 round

67

60

211

2015

2016

2007
2019

CONMEBOL

2015
2004

2008

2012

OFC

201620192020

UEFA

Illustration No. of matches

6

(Four teams compete in a single round-robin
tournament, with the winner joining the
seven teams that automatically qualify for
the OFC Nations Cup)

10

25

25

24

20

17
2 weeks

146

306

100

All 10 CONMEBOL member associations participate in the CONMEBOL Copa América without a qualification tournament
OFC Nations Cup
(2016 edition)

144

300

• P
 reliminary round consisting of homeand-away knockout matches
• Group stage consisting of home-andaway round-robin matches
10 months
(inc. Concacaf Nations
League)

60

AFC

2004 2011
2007

Concacaf Gold Cup
(2021 edition)

56

125

0

(consisting of both home-and-away
knockout matches and round-robin
matches)
The first two rounds also serve as the
qualification pathway for the FIFA World Cup

CAF Africa Cup of
Nations
(2021 edition)

104

14

16

14
10

9

13
8

8

4

7

2

0

2004

2007

In the 2016 edition of the OFC Nations Cup,
this round-robin qualification tournament
also served as the preliminary qualification
round for the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia

2011

2015 2007
2019

2012

2013

AFC

2011
2015

2017

2019

2011
2015

2013

CAF

2015

201720192019

Concacaf

21
UEFA EURO
(2020 edition)

21 months

55

Group stage and play-off paths
• G
 roup stage consists of five groups of
five teams and five groups of six teams,
with the top two teams in each group
qualifying
• Play-off pathways involving 16 teams
from the UEFA Nations League
competing for the remaining four places

262

20

15

16

16

2015
2004

2008

2012

15

10



1

1

1

1

1

2002

2004

2011
2008

2012

2016

0

2004
2007

2011

2015

2016 2007
2019

CONMEBOL

Illustration Duration (months)

OFC

UEFA

201620192020
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With the exception of CONMEBOL (who do not have a qualification pathway for the Copa América as all teams
qualify automatically) and the OFC, all other confederation final tournaments currently feature more matches
and longer time frames than they did five editions ago.

International friendly matches have traditionally represented
a sizeable proportion of the national-team football currently
being played

3.1.3 FRIENDLY MATCHES
In addition to final and qualification tournaments at international and confederation levels, member
associations directly organise international friendly matches between themselves. These matches are often
played as pre-tournament warm-up matches or when national teams are not competing in final or qualification
tournaments, and are subject to the approval of FIFA and the respective confederation(s). When scheduled
during an international window listed in the international match calendar, clubs are obliged to release players
who are called up to play for their national team.
It is important to note that international friendly matches have traditionally represented a sizeable proportion of
the national-team football currently being played. Taking the last full calendar year of football played prior to the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, i.e. 2019, as an example, a total of 368 international friendly matches were
played involving 162 member associations – dominating the amount of international football that was played
that year. This is illustrated in the diagram below:

Friendlies

368 matches

Confederation Final
Tournament Qualifiers

329 matches

Confederation Final
Tournaments

157matches

FIFA World Cup
Qualifiers

136 matches

Confederation
Nations Leagues

93 matches

34%
30%
14%
13%
9%

3.2 CLUB
FOOTBALL
3.2.1 NATIONAL LEAGUES AND CUPS
National leagues and cups are played throughout the year, with various formats, durations, divisions and

This data reveals that a significant percentage of national-team matches are not what would typically be regarded

numbers of participating teams deployed across the globe.

as “meaningful” or “competitive” matches. Indeed, the benefits of such matches have increasingly been called
into question in recent years, with some confederations having introduced the new competitions referenced

For the purpose of this study, the primary focus of analysis has been on when such competitions are played

earlier (e.g. the Concacaf Nations League, the UEFA Nations League) in order to elevate the level of meaning and

and their interplay with national-team football. The analysis has been performed on data that was gathered

competitiveness of matches organised during the international windows.

for the FIFA Professional Football Report 2019 in order to be able to assess the last completed seasons (2018 or
2018/2019) which were not affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

As confederations continue to develop such new formats, there are fewer opportunities for member associations
to play matches across confederations. For instance, with the introduction of the UEFA Nations League, other

The chart on the next page shows the months when the national leagues of the 32 teams that competed at the

confederations have limited opportunities to play matches against teams from Europe outside of the FIFA World

2018 FIFA World Cup Russia were played and at what point in the season these competitions were disrupted due

Cup.

to national-team football taking place during designated windows.
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CONFEDERATION

AFC

CAF

Concacaf

CONMEBOL

UEFA

COUNTRY

CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

MATCHES

IMC
INTERUPTIONS

Australia

135

3

IR Iran

240

4

Japan

306

5

Korea Republic

228

5

Saudi Arabia

240

5

Egypt

306

5

Morocco

240

5

Nigeria

240

3

Senegal

182

2

Tunisia

182

5

Costa Rica

276

4

Mexico

306

4

Panama

65

5

Argentina

325

4

Brazil

380

4

Colombia

408

5

Peru

357

5

Uruguay

261

5

Belgium

332

4

Coratia

180

4

Denmark

246

5

England

380

4

France

380

4

Germany

306

4

Iceland

132

2

Poland

296

4

Portugal

306

4

Russia

240

4

Serbia

296

4

Spain

380

4

Sweden

242

4

Switzerland

90

4

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

FIFA World Cup™

JAN

FEB

MAR

International window

APR

MAY

JUN

Confederation final tournament
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The chart illustrates the following:

These competitions further highlight the significant number of matches played during the season and in particular
the high number of club-football matches that require international travel. The evolution of confederation

•

•

There are regular disruptions to domestic club competitions throughout the season in order for national-

club competitions over the last 20 to 30 years has seen various new competitions introduced into the current

team football to be played during the current international windows. The blue, yellow and gray dots in the

landscape of men’s football, as well as new competition formats. Across all of the principal confederation club

chart represent disruptions to the league seasons. All leagues experience at least three disruptions and

competitions, this has resulted in a 113% increase in the number of matches that are now played. These 875

most experience at least four.

extra matches per season mean that there was a total of 1,650 confederation club competition matches played

Domestic leagues account for the vast majority of football played during any calendar year, with domestic

in the last season that was unaffected by the COVID-19 pandemic. For all of the 11 competitions analysed below,

leagues running for no fewer than seven months1 and all the way up to 11 months (e.g. Egypt, Morocco,

there were increases in the number of matches played.

etc.).
On the whole, club competitions are estimated to currently account for approximately 80% of the football
calendar, with national-team football closer to 20%.

+24

Teams

3.2.2 CONFEDERATION LEAGUES AND CUPS
are organised by the confederations and are also held on an annual basis.

+86
2001

CLUB
COMPETITION

PERIOD

START

END

FORMAT

NO. OF
TEAMS

NO. OF
MATCHES

AFC Champions
League

10

Feb.

Nov.

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

51

134

+73

43

141

Matches

Teams

+16

Matches

AFC Cup

10

Feb.

Nov.

CAF Champions
League

7

Nov.

May

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

57

144

CONMEBOL Libertadores

CAF Confederation
Cup

7

Nov.

May

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

55 +15

167

Teams

16

30

Concacaf Champions
League

5

Feb.

May

Home-and-away two-legged
knockout competition

Concacaf League

5

July

Nov.

Home-and-away two-legged
knockout competition

22

42

CONMEBOL
Libertadores

11

Jan.

Nov.

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

47

155

44 +10

105

18

37

10

Feb.

Nov.

Home-and-away two-legged
knockout competition

OFC Champions
League

5

Jan.

May

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

May

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

May

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

UEFA Champions
League2
UEFA Europa League2

11
11

June
June

79
158 +55

221
474

Iceland is an outlier at six months.
As from the 2021/22 season, in addition to the UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa League, UEFA now organises a third club
competition involving 184 clubs and 429 matches

2004

2018/2019

Concacaf League

+8

3 stages: Qualifying – Group
stage – Knockout stage

+106

Matches

2018/2019

Concacaf Champions League
Teams

2019

+15

Teams

1996

CONMEBOL
Sudamericana

2004

CAF Confederation Cup

Matches

scheduled prior to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic):

+80

2019

+15

Teams

+25

Matches

CAF Champions League

Below is a summary of the last season of confederation club competitions to be completed (as originally

2

Teams

Matches

In addition to the various domestic league and cup competitions that take place, a number of club competitions

1

AFC Cup

AFC Champions League

2008 2019

+6
+12
2017 2019

CONMEBOL Sudamericana

+26

+40

Teams
+65

Matches
1999

+79

Matches

2019

1999

2019

OFC Champions League
Teams
Matches

+7
+15
2006 2019

UEFA Champions League
Teams

+47

Teams
+148

Matches
1991

UEFA Europa League

2018/2019

+56
+195

Matches
2009

2018/2019
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All of the competitions are impacted by the designated windows for national-team football, with a varying
number of days throughout the season when matches that are part of the continental club competitions cannot
be played:

AFC

CAF

Concacaf

CONMEBOL

OFC

UEFA

JAN
FEB

3.3 INTERNATIONAL MATCH
CALENDAR STRUCTURE

MAR
APR
MAY

The international match calendar provides the framework for international football to be played and is
established for a period of four or eight years in consultation with the relevant stakeholders (including member

JUN

10

associations, the confederations, players, clubs and leagues). The current international match calendar runs
from 2018 to 2024 and is based on five international windows per calendar year, as illustrated below:

JUL
AUG

JAN

FEB

APR

MAY

Window
1

SEP
OCT

JUN

Window
2

JUL

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

Window
3

Window
4

Window
5

DEC

Each international window is technically defined as a period of nine days starting on a Monday morning and

NOV
DEC

MAR

ending on the Tuesday night of the following week. However, it is also stipulated that for international windows,

50

40

players must be released and start their travel no later than Monday morning and must start their return travel

50

to their club no later than the following Wednesday morning, therefore in effect the number of release days is 10.

JAN

These international windows are reserved for national-team football (irrespective of whether these matches are

FEB

each national-team during any given window.

qualifying matches for final tournaments or friendly matches), with a maximum of two matches3 being played by

MAR

Clubs are obliged to release players for all international windows listed in the international match calendar. In

APR

addition to releasing players during these international windows, clubs are also obliged to release players for the

MAY

international match calendar.

final competition of the FIFA World Cup and the confederation final tournaments which are also included in the

20

40

With regard to the national-team matches outlined above, and by way of example, the next page shows an
overview of where final tournaments, qualifying tournaments and friendly matches feature in the international

The above chart shows that, as with domestic club competitions, there are also regular disruptions to each of the
confederation club competitions throughout the season, with the AFC, Concacaf, CONMEBOL and UEFA regions
appearing to be the most impacted.

match calendar:
In some of the recent international windows, more than 2 matches have been played in order to recuperate matches that could not be
played when football activity was suspended due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

3
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JANUARY
2019

2018

FEBRUARY
2020

MARCH
2021

APRIL
2022

January
W

W

W

February

March

No matches due to COVID-19 pandemic
C

C

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

April

May

June

No matches due to COVID-19 pandemic
C

W

W

C

W

W

W

W

C

July

August

September
C

W

W

C

C

W

W

C

C

W

W

C

W

W

W

October
C

W

W

W

W

W

W

November
C

W

C

W

W

W

W

W

December
Confederation final
tournament

International window

Friendlies

W World Cup qualifiers

C

Confederation qualifiers
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Outside of the international windows and final tournaments, club football involves domestic league and cup

When it comes to making comparisons across confederations or regions, there is also significant disparity

competitions, as well as confederation club competitions, being played throughout the year.

with regard to participation at the FIFA World Cup. In this respect UEFA and CONMEBOL have jointly 72% of all
participants to date, as the chart below clearly illustrates:

3.4 NATIONAL-TEAM PARTICIPATION
AND PERFORMANCE
The information and analysis laid out in sections 3.1 to 3.3 have primarily focused on describing the landscape

8%
10%
9%

AFC

CAF

of competitions and the structure and components of the international match calendar.
Concacaf

Another important aspect when examining the current landscape of men’s football involves analysing trends
concerning participation in, and performance at, these competitions because how teams perform within the

CONMEBOL

structures is arguably as important as how the competitions are structured.
OFC

In this respect, the analysis contained within this report is primarily focused on performance at the FIFA World
Cup as it is the only global competition at which teams from different regions compete against each other and
therefore can be reliably compared. Moreover, the focus of this report is on exploring the feasibility of changing

UEFA

1%

18%
54%

the frequency of the FIFA World Cup, and as a result, the FIFA World Cup must be the focal and reference point
for analysis.

Well over 60% of FIFA’s entire constituency have never
participated in a FIFA World Cup final competition
Participation
First and foremost, it is worth noting that, since the first FIFA World Cup in 1930, only 78 of FIFA’s 211 member
associations have seen their national-teams participate in a final competition at least once. In other words, over
the 90-year history of the FIFA World Cup, 133 member associations – well over 60% of FIFA’s entire constituency
– have never participated in a FIFA World Cup final competition.
Furthermore, since there have been a total of 461 participation slots across the 21 editions of the FIFA World
Cup to date, the participation of only these 78 teams equates to an average repetition rate of almost 6 (5.91 to
be precise). Indeed, of the teams that have qualified for a FIFA World Cup final competition, the vast majority
(almost 75%) have participated on multiple occasions, with most of those having played at various editions.
The obvious takeaways from this analysis are:
•

Over the history of the FIFA World Cup, most territories and many regions of the world have yet to
participate in FIFA’s global showpiece event.

•

Most of the teams that have qualified at least once have participated in various editions of the FIFA World
Cup.

Illustration % of teams that have participated in the final competition of the FIFA World Cup (1930-2018) per confederation
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UEFA currently accounts for 54% of all national teams that have participated in the final competition of the FIFA

Performance

World Cup, followed by CONMEBOL, which accounts for 18% of the national teams to have featured. This means

The trends in relation to participation also carry over into the sporting performance trends at the FIFA World Cup.

that the other four regions of the world (AFC, CAF, Concacaf and OFC) combine to represent less than 30% of
the teams to have played at a FIFA World Cup. However, it is important to examine these statistics by taking into

From a global perspective, only eight teams have ever won a FIFA World Cup in its 21-edition history (and six of

account both the proportion of slots allocated to each confederation as well as the size of the confederations.

those eight have won it multiple times), whilst only 13 teams have ever reached the final.

For instance, UEFA and CONMEBOL currently account for 17.5 of the 31 qualifying slots (not including the host
slot), which amounts to approximately 56% of the total slots. Nevertheless, their overall participation levels still

When it comes to comparing sporting performance across confederations or regions, the disparities are

exceed their current proportion of slots.

significant, with teams from Europe and South America largely dominating the latter stages of the FIFA World
Cup. The table below shows this unequivocally:

As well as having had considerably more national teams qualify for the final competition of the FIFA World
Cup, both CONMEBOL and UEFA have also had a greater proportion of national teams from their confederation
FWC WINNERS
(OUT OF A TOTAL OF 21)

FINALISTS
(OUT OF A TOTAL OF 42)

UEFA

12

28

60

CONMEBOL

9

14

22

member associations participate in the final competition. This is illustrated in the chart below:

35%

AFC

24% participated
in the FWC

CAF

OFC

AFC

1

Concacaf

1

participated

31% in the FWC

Concacaf
CONMEBOL

participated
in the FWC

SEMI-FINALISTS
(OUT OF A TOTAL OF 84)

90%

participated
in the FWC

16%

participated
in the FWC

CAF

62%

UEFA
Not participated in FWC

participated
in the FWC

Participated in FWC

OFC

For instance, no team representing a country outside of either Europe or South America has ever progressed to
the World Cup final, with only two teams (the USA in the inaugural edition in 1930 and Korea Republic in 2002 – a
co-host of the tournament) having ever managed to reach the semi-finals.

For instance, 90% of CONMEBOL member associations have played in at least one FIFA World Cup final
competition, with 62% of UEFA member associations also having participated. This can be contrasted with the

The same trends are encountered when examining performances from a match-by-match perspective rather

AFC (35%), Concacaf (31%), CAF (24%) and the OFC (16%). The proportionally higher number of slots has surely

than only on the basis of progression in the tournament.

impacted upon this, with more slots resulting in more variability in participants and therefore a greater diversity
in participating teams for the confederation.

Only five non-European/South American countries feature in the top 30 countries at the FIFA World Cup from
1930 to 2018, based on the results achieved in every game:

Recent trends in terms of FIFA World Cup debutant countries also means that, at present, the potential for
confederations to increase the number of members that will have the opportunity to compete at a FIFA World
Cup appears to be limited. The last three editions of the FIFA World Cup (2018, 2014, 2010) have seen only four
debutants, compared to the previous three editions (2006, 2002, 1998), which featured 14 debutants.
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CONFEDERATION

COUNTRY

CURRENT LANDSCAPE OF MEN’S FOOTBALL

As the table on the left illustrates, only Mexico,
the USA, Korea Republic, Nigeria and Japan

3.5 KEY ISSUES AND
CHALLENGES

1

CONMEBOL

BRAZIL

2

UEFA

GERMANY

3

UEFA

ITALY

4

CONMEBOL

ARGENTINA

5

UEFA

FRANCE

continents outside of Europe and South

Lack of harmonisation

6

UEFA

ENGLAND

America in terms of qualification for, and

It is evident from the information set out in this section that there is an overall lack of harmonisation across

7

UEFA

SPAIN

performance during, the knockout stages of

several components of the international match calendar, such as:

8

UEFA

NETHERLANDS

9

CONMEBOL

URUGUAY

different times of the year and have different frequencies (whether it be biennial, quadrennial or in some

10

UEFA

SWEDEN

cases varying frequencies).

11

UEFA

BELGIUM

12

UEFA

RUSSIA

13

UEFA

SERBIA

14

Concacaf

MEXICO

15

UEFA

POLAND

16

UEFA

HUNGARY

17

UEFA

PORTUGAL

and lack of clarity caused by an international match calendar that fails to offer greater harmonisation leads to

18

UEFA

SWITZERLAND

confusion and a lower level of understanding of how football is played across the globe, which can detract from

19

UEFA

CZECH REPUBLIC

20

UEFA

AUSTRIA

21

CONMEBOL

CHILE

22

UEFA

CROATIA

23

UEFA

DENMARK

24

CONMEBOL

PARAGUAY

country, and which on occasion overlap with one another. This brings with it issues with regard to player welfare

25

CONMEBOL

COLOMBIA

(see below), conflicting or competing products, etc.

26

Concacaf

USA

27

UEFA

ROMANIA

28

AFC

KOREA REPUBLIC

29

CAF

NIGERIA

30

AFC

JAPAN

feature in the top 30, and four of these countries
occupy the final five places in the list.

Having outlined the current landscape of men’s football, it is evident that there are a number of issues/challenges
that need addressing and call into question whether the status quo remains fit for purpose. An overview of some

Moreover, the latest data shows no noticeable

of the key issues identified is outlined below:

improvement in the performance of the

the FIFA World Cup.
•

•

The timing and rhythm of confederation final tournaments, which take place in different years, occur at

Significant differences in the timings, timeframes, number of matches, etc. with regard to the qualification
pathways for both the FIFA World Cup and each confederation’s respective final tournaments, including
overlapping of competitions.

This lack of clarity in the existing international match calendar results in uncertainty for clubs and leagues with
regard to scheduling around these tournaments and the release of players for national teams.
This can also affect the interest of supporters as well as of commercial and media partners. The uncertainty

its value on many levels. The level of uncertainty that currently exists on account of the lack of harmonisation
in the calendar also means that there is less stability for member associations, making financial and strategic
planning more difficult.
Congestion
Another important observation that can be drawn from the analysis set out in this chapter is that the calendar
is replete with multiple competitions at the national, confederation and international levels, for both club and

Lack of clarity in the existing international match calendar results
in uncertainty for clubs and leagues with regard to scheduling
around these tournaments and the release of players for
national teams
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50

40

30

20

10

0

AFC

Disruption to leagues and club/national-team environments

21

206

CAF

20

204

Concacaf

12

209

CONMEBOL

2

77

OFC

110

199

UEFA

1

The current international match calendar, with effectively seven windows interspersed throughout the year (the
five windows in March, June, September, October and November, as well as the final tournament windows in
January and June/July), involves regular disruptions to club competitions (leagues, cups, etc.) throughout the

FIFA World Ranking (as of 19.11.2021)

season in order to accommodate national-team football. In turn, the national-team environment is characterised

FIFA World Cup Qualifiers

Confed. Final Tournaments

by a number of short windows of interaction over the course of a year and leading in to final tournaments. This

Confed. Nations League

Friendlies

regular back-and-forth between the club and national-team environments at various points across the season
results in a “stop/start” effect, which disrupts the rhythm of both club and national-team football. This results in
frequent interruptions to club and national-team training periods and preparation time for matches during and
around those transitions, whilst also causing a loss of focus, attention and clarity for supporters on both fronts.
Disparity in the number of playing opportunities for national teams
The current landscape lends itself to an imbalance in the number of matches played by member associations,
with lower-ranked member associations invariably playing considerably fewer matches in a four-year cycle than
their higher-ranked counterparts.
The table on the next page shows the number of international matches played by the highest- and lowest-ranked
member association of each confederation between the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia and the present day:

The regular back-and-forth between the club and national-team
environments at various points across the season results in a
“stop/start” effect

Confed. Final Tournament Qualifiers

210
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The possibility for lower-ranked member associations to close the gap on those ranked above them is clearly

Finally, only five non-European/South American countries (Mexico, the USA, Korea Republic, Japan and Nigeria)

hampered due to them having fewer playing opportunities, which in turn leads to an even greater competitive

feature in the list of the top 30 teams at the FIFA World Cup from 1930 to 2018 (based on the results achieved in

imbalance in football across the globe.

every game).

Player welfare issues

With FIFA’s vision being to make football truly global and global competitiveness being at the heart of this,

A congested calendar featuring several competitions and various windows throughout the year means that elite

FIFA is duty-bound to encourage and facilitate greater competitive balance, both through its flagship

players are facing challenges such as:

competitions and at the elite youth levels (for further information on proposed reforms to FIFA’s women’s and
youth tournaments – see separate reports).

•

Increasingly heavier workloads in terms of the number of matches played

•

Reduced recovery time/rest periods throughout the year

•

More travel, which particularly affects players whose national teams are based far from their clubs and
therefore must undertake long-haul international flights

•

Frequent changes in environment between club/national team (as referenced above)

Proportion of meaningful matches
While friendly matches have and must continue to serve an important role within the framework of nationalteam football as they provide the opportunity for teams to play intercontinental matches outside of the FIFA
World Cup, allow teams that have not qualified for a final tournament to organise matches, and enable national
teams to experiment with their squad, style and tactics, they arguably currently account for too high a proportion
of national-team matches. In 2019, for example, they accounted for more than one third of all national-team
matches and represented far and away the highest proportion of matches across all existing match types. A
more even balance between friendlies and competitive matches would better serve the technical development
of national teams and potentially also increase the level of interest among supporters and other relevant
stakeholders, as well as the commercial value of their matches. Several experts in the football community have
recognised this, culminating in the introduction of Nations Leagues in place of friendly matches (e.g. UEFA,
Concacaf).
Competitive imbalance/performance disparity across regions
As detailed above, there is a clear disparity across continents when it comes to participation in, and performance
at, the FIFA World Cup. Teams from Europe and South America have dominated in this respect, whilst teams
from other continents have been comparatively under-represented and seldom feature in the latter stages of the
tournament.
It is indeed striking that, over the 90-year lifespan of the FIFA World Cup to date, not a single team representing
a country outside of either Europe or South America has ever progressed to the final. In fact, as mentioned
earlier, since the inaugural edition in 1930, only one team (Korea Republic in 2002 – a co-host of the tournament)
has ever managed to reach the semi-finals. Furthermore, the data also suggests that this disparity is becoming
further entrenched, with no noticeable improvement in the performance of the continents outside of Europe and
South America in terms of qualification for, and performance during, the knockout stages of the FIFA World Cup.

FIFA is duty-bound to encourage and facilitate greater
competitive balance, both through its flagship competitions and at
the elite youth levels
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The analysis in chapter 3 of this report with regard to the current landscape of men’s football raised a whole
spectrum of issues to address, as outlined in section 3.5.
These issues can be broadly grouped into the following three themes:
ISSUES RELATED TO THE
INTERNATIONAL MATCH
CALENDAR

ISSUES RELATED TO
THE STANDARD OF
INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL

ISSUES RELATED TO
PLAYER WELFARE

Lack of harmonisation in final and
qualification tournaments

Low proportion of meaningful
matches

Congestion

Disparity in playing opportunities for
national teams

Disruption to club/national-team
environments

Competitive imbalance/performance
disparity across regions

Other issues such as excessive travel
and limited rest

Consequently, since one of the threshold criteria for assessing the feasibility of organising FIFA World Cups on a
biennial basis was whether it could be implemented in a manner that could yield positive impacts on the football
landscape, the following objectives were devised as a framework for targeting these three areas and the myriad
issues which underpin them:

04

A FIFA WORLD
CUP EVERY
TWO YEARS:
THE CONCEPT

SHAPE THE FOOTBALL OF
TOMORROW

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF
FOOTBALL GLOBALLY

PROMOTE AND PROTECT OUR
PLAYERS

Reducing release days
and promote streamlined
qualification pathways

More meaningful
games

No increase in the
number of games

Give every talent a
chance

Less travel
for players

More chances to
“shine”

Guaranteed rest for
players

Close the gap

Less “stop & go”

Grouping of windows during
the season

Align the confederation final
tournaments and
harmonise calendar
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Following the mandate handed down by the FIFA Congress and with these objectives in mind, as explained

A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS: THE CONCEPT

4.1 TIMING

in chapter 1 of this report, the first step was to develop initial concepts regarding how a biennial FIFA World
Cup could be implemented within a revised international match calendar. The primary focus was on optimising

As explained in chapter 3 of this report, the current international match calendar contains a FIFA World Cup

the football-related and technical elements, working closely with the TAG on the future of men’s football. The

organised every four years and a number of confederation final tournaments occurring in the intervening years,

rationale for this approach was that by having conceived concrete, albeit preliminary, concepts, this would

with no consistency as to which confederations are hosting events in any given year:

facilitate structured, focused and meaningful dialogue with stakeholders as part of the consultation process.
Out of this exploration phase emerged a concept with two options for how to structure the international windows.
These are referred to throughout the report as “Initial Concept A” and “Initial Concept B” and the distinction

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

between the two will be explained in section 4.4.
As a next step, these concepts were brought forward for discussion as part of the consultation phase. This
involved a number of exchanges with a variety of key football stakeholders, including:
•

FIFA’s MAs

•

The six confederations

•

FIFPRO

•

World Leagues Forum

•

ECA

•

Executives/administrators at clubs and leagues

•

Active players (national-team captains)

•

Active coaches (national-team coaches)

•

Fans via multiple surveys

NB: cycle does not reflect the rescheduling of tournaments due to COVID-19
Illustration Men’s World Cups & continental tournaments: status quo

Under the concept which has been developed, the FIFA World Cup would take place every two years whilst there
would be space in the intervening years for confederations to organise their final tournaments, if they would wish

Although several aspects of the initial concepts presented were well received, there was also some feedback

to do so, thereby aligning their timings and harmonising the international match calendar:

calling for the concepts to be adjusted. Consequently, a revised concept was developed, which, again, contained
two options regarding how to structure the international windows. These are referred to throughout the report
as “Revised Concept A” and “Revised Concept B”. Furthermore, Revised Concept B can also be further broken
down into two options (B1 and B2) in terms of the distribution of matches across the different windows.

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

SPACE FOR
CONFEDERATIONS

FIFA WORLD
CUP

SPACE FOR
CONFEDERATIONS

FIFA WORLD
CUP

Revised Concepts A and B serve as the reference concepts for the purposes of this feasibility study. However,
reference is still made to Initial Concepts A and B to illustrate how the concept has evolved based on feedback
received from key football stakeholders during the consultation process.

Illustration Men’s World Cups & final tournaments: proposal
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The reduction in the number of release days, as well as a shorter lead-in period towards the FIFA World
Cup (similar to what is the case right now for the continental final tournaments in June), would enable club

A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS: THE CONCEPT

4.2 FORMAT AND SLOT
ALLOCATION

competitions (leagues and cups) to finish slightly earlier, meaning that final tournaments could commence in
early June, even accommodating for the release period preceding final tournaments to allow for preparation

In January 2017, FIFA expanded the number of participating teams for a FIFA World Cup from 32 to 48 from the

matches. Also, the number of available weekend and mid-week opportunities for club football to take place

2026 edition onwards. The format comprises a group stage with 16 groups of three teams each, followed by a

would remain the same.

knockout stage commencing with the round of 32, leading to 80 matches in total.
For ease of reference, a visual representation of the format is shown below:
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The concept which has been developed assumes that this format would continue to apply for the foreseeable
future, meaning that any biennial FIFA World Cups would be 48-team tournaments. This is also in line with the
objective of giving more national teams greater opportunities to participate in a FIFA World Cup, which could

4.3 QUALIFICATION
TOURNAMENTS

also serve to raise the levels of global competitiveness and the overall standards of football in more markets. As

One of the criticisms levelled at the current international match calendar is that the qualification tournaments

previously mentioned, the more slots available to qualify, the more variability and diversity in participants (with

are overly elaborate and complicated, with one of the objectives being to streamline them.

even more teams aspiring to participating), bringing with it all the benefits of this as laid out in section 6.5 of this
report (higher national-team performance, grassroots development, economic impact, etc.)

The concept which has been developed would see confederations organise simple, shorter qualification
tournaments which could commence in October in the year preceding the FIFA World Cup and conclude by

Similarly, in May 2017, FIFA approved the slot allocation for the FIFA World Cup 2026. A summary of the slot

March in the year of the FIFA World Cup.

allocation which will apply is set out below:
Under the Initial Concept (A or B), each qualification tournament would involve national teams playing
between six and seven matches (depending on whether they need to participate in a play-off match within their
confederation). All matches would be meaningful as they would influence whether or not teams qualify for the
FIFA World Cup. At the same time, they would also result in a reduction in the number of matches played when
compared to the current qualification pathways.

2022

The feedback received from stakeholders during the consultation phase reinforced the importance of
reorganising and streamlining the qualification pathways across the confederations. However, FIFA’s MAs and
other stakeholders also highlighted that it would be undesirable to reduce the number of matches played (which
would also have an impact on the number of home matches played) as this would limit the opportunities for

2026

national teams to engage with their fans, etc.
Consequently, the Revised Concept (A or B) would see the matches played by teams in qualification tournaments

8.5

9.5

7

6.5

1.5

16

be adapted to the circumstances of each confederation while harmonising as best as possible the total number
of games that all member associations participate in.

Illustration Slot allocation for FWC 2026 (and evolution from 2022)
*Please note that the “0.5” slots represent participation slots in the intercontinental play-off tournament, from which two teams qualify
from a six-team tournament. Concacaf will receive two such slots in 2026 as it is the host confederation.

FIFA has performed simulations of potential qualification formats and timings within the framework of a biennial
cycle of final tournaments. These simulations have taken into account the circumstances of each confederation,
ensuring that existing structures can be retained or adapted as needed in accordance with the feedback received

Likewise, the concept which has been developed assumes that this slot allocation would continue to apply for
the foreseeable future. This is important, as the simulations performed with respect to the potential qualification
pathways which are then described in chapter 5 are based on this assumption.

to date.
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requires players, particularly those playing in leagues outside of their home region, to regularly travel extensive

OCT

distances.

NOV

The objectives, therefore, are to group together and consolidate the number of windows throughout the season,

DEC

reduce the amount of travel for players and minimise the disruptions to club/national-team environments (the
“stop-and-go” or “stop/start” effect).

JAN

•

Initial Concept A: consolidating all four windows between September and March into a single window
in October. This would see all qualifiers (a maximum of seven) played in October, with matches held
at the end of May/beginning of June, with final tournaments (either the FIFA World Cup or space for a
continental tournament) in June. For confederations that due to climatic conditions cannot hold their
final tournaments in June, this concept offers the flexibility to organise final tournaments in the October
window and play qualifiers in the June window instead, where needed, with minimum disruption to the
calendar.

•

Initial Concept B: consolidating the three windows between September and November into a single
window in October. This would see four qualifiers played in October and three qualifiers played in March,

MAR
APR
MAY

CLUB

NT

NT

NT

CLUB

qualification) introduced two options for structuring the international windows:

NT

NT

NT

FEB
The initial concept conceived as part of the exploration phase (which involved a maximum of seven matches for

CLUB

CLUB
NT

INITIAL CONCEPT B

CLUB

whilst providing only short periods of interaction for national teams. Furthermore, the number of windows

SEP

INITIAL CONCEPT A

CLUB

(five of which last less than two weeks), sees regular disruptions to club competitions throughout the season

AUG

CLUB CLUB

As the analysis in section 3.5 revealed, the current international match calendar, with effectively seven windows

STATUS QUO

CLUB

4.4 INTERNATIONAL MATCH
CALENDAR AND WINDOWS

A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS: THE CONCEPT

CLUB
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NT

JUN

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

JUL

NT

NT

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and initial concepts

with matches held at the end of May/beginning of June and final tournaments (either the FIFA World Cup
or space for a continental tournament) in June.

Under Initial Concept A, the number of windows in the calendar would be reduced from seven to three. In the
case of Initial Concept B, the window in March would be retained and there would therefore be a reduction
from seven to four windows. It is expected that this would result in less interruption to club/national-team
competitions and longer periods in each environment, as well as significantly fewer release days and trips with
extended travel distances.
Initial Concepts A and B were presented to all key football stakeholders as part of the consultation phase of this
process. Although the majority of stakeholders greatly appreciated the streamlined approach to the organisation
of the windows and there was a general consensus that some windows need to be grouped together, concerns
were expressed regarding the lack of sufficient touchpoints for national teams. In particular, Initial Concept A,
where national-team squads would only meet up in October and then not again until late May/early June, was
regarded as too extreme and counterproductive from coaching, technical and national teams’ fan engagement
standpoints. Moreover, the preference for preserving the number of matches had to be factored in as the Initial
Concept only provided for options with a maximum of seven qualifiers per year.
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The Initial Concept was therefore revised to incorporate the feedback received, namely to retain the current

A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS: THE CONCEPT

The diagram below provides a visual representation of both options:

number of matches and to balance the need to streamline the windows with the need to maintain sufficient
touchpoints throughout the year. Two new options were developed for structuring the international windows:
STATUS QUO

REVISED CONCEPT B (B1 & B2)

March, or
•

B2: three matches played in October, three matches played in November and two matches played in
March;

with matches held at the end of May/beginning of June.
For all of the above three options, final tournaments (being either the FIFA World Cup or continental tournaments,
should the confederation wish to organise one) would be played in June, except for those confederations that
due to climatic reasons may need to find alternative windows to organise these tournaments.

DEC
JAN

CLUB

CLUB

NT

CLUB

NOV

NT
NT

CLUB

B1: four matches played in October, two matches played in November and two matches played in

NT

NT

FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL

NT

NT

NT
FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

NT

CLUB

•

OCT

NT

CLUB

window in October. This would see either:

SEP

CLUB

Revised Concept B: consolidating the two windows between September and October into a single

AUG

CLUB

matches held at the end of May/beginning of June.

CLUB CLUB

window in October. This would see six matches played in October and two matches played in March, with
•

REVISED CONCEPT A

Revised Concept A: consolidating the three windows between September and November into a single

CLUB

•

CLUB
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NT

NT

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and revised concepts

Ultimately, the intention behind these two options is to balance
the initial objectives of consolidating windows and reducing
disruption and travel with feedback to maintain a sufficient
number of matches and regularity of touchpoints.
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A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS: THE CONCEPT

4.5 MANDATORY
REST PERIOD
The reduction in release days generated through fewer windows and more streamlined qualification pathways

For those players employed by clubs whose seasons run from August to July, the mandatory rest period would

would create space in the international match calendar to accommodate a mandatory rest period. The

take place in July, at the conclusion of their participation in a final tournament (or sooner if no such tournament

introduction of a mandatory rest period at the end of each season is in line with the objective of ensuring that

is taking place in that year).

players are guaranteed some rest.
Alternatively, for those players employed by clubs whose seasons run from January to December, the mandatory
The initial concepts developed, which would see a substantial reduction in release days, would provide the

rest period would be adapted and take place at the conclusion of the league season in December.

space for a mandatory rest period of approximately three weeks in length. This mandatory rest period would
operate at the individual level and be adaptable to players’ domestic calendars as illustrated below:

JUL

CLUB
NT

NT

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

Mandatory rest period at individual level, adaptable to players’ domestic calendars
*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and initial concepts (August to July)
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Mandatory rest period at individual level, adaptable to players’ domestic calendars
*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and initial concepts (January to December)
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A FIFA WORLD CUP EVERY TWO YEARS: THE CONCEPT

Both Revised Concepts A and B maintain a proposed
mandatory rest period for players of three weeks
Positive feedback was received in favour of introducing a mandatory release period on an individual basis at
the conclusion of the season. Although the feedback was that maintaining a sufficient number of matches and
touchpoints would result in a less substantial reduction in release days, the mandatory rest period has therefore
been prioritised. For this reason, both Revised Concepts A and B maintain a proposed mandatory rest period for
players of three weeks.
These are visually presented below, both for an example dual-year season (August – July) and an example
single-year season (January – December) (please note that as the rest period is on an individual basis, these are
illustrative only and can vary depending on when leagues start and end):
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Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and revised concepts (August to July)
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NT
NT

Mandatory rest period at individual level, adaptable to players’ domestic calendars
*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and revised concepts (January to December)
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COMPETITION-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 HARMONISATION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL MATCH CALENDAR
A significant issue that was identified when assessing the current landscape of men’s football in section 3 of this
report was the disjointed and disharmonised nature of the current international match calendar. As illustrated,
confederation final tournaments and qualification tournaments (including those for the FIFA World Cup) take
place in different years, with different frequencies, and at different times of the year. Their format and duration
also differ considerably.
Although this is inevitable to a certain degree due to the different number of MAs within each confederation and
the different tournaments that each confederation organises, it does, however, create numerous issues that have
an adverse effect on international football. Many of these issues have been raised during the consultation process
that has taken place to date. There has been a general feeling that the complexity and disharmonised nature of
the current international match calendar result in a general lack of clarity surrounding international football for
many key stakeholders such as fans, broadcasters and commercial partners.
It has been noted that this uncertainty and lack of harmonisation can have a negative impact on the overall level
of interest and limit the opportunities to further raise the profile and standing of national-team football. It also
affects club football, with problems related to scheduling and disruption to domestic competitions and player
release. By way of example, during the same international match window, there may be a situation in which
one team competing in a domestic competition must release its players for vital final tournament qualification
matches, whereas another team playing in the same domestic competition may only have to release players for
friendly matches. This could result in differing impacts for these clubs when their players return from international
duty.

05

COMPETITIONRELATED
CONSIDERATIONS

There has been a general feeling that the complexity and
disharmonised nature of the current international match
calendar result in a general lack of clarity surrounding
international football for many key stakeholders such as
fans, broadcasters and commercial partners
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COMPETITION-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

Therefore, when considering how to best structure a revised international match calendar which could feature

The intention behind this approach would be to harmonise the international match calendar as much as

biennial FIFA World Cups, the creation of a more harmonised calendar was a key factor in the initial concept that

possible by grouping together the five international match windows that exist in the current calendar. As already

was presented for discussion during the first phase of the consultation process. As outlined in section 4, the initial

highlighted in chapter 3, there is no consistency as to the type of international matches that are played within

idea of one international match window would have provided the greatest opportunity to fully harmonise the

the current five international windows. Confederation final tournaments also take place in different years and

international match calendar. However, feedback during the consultation process with regard to a reluctance

at different times during the year. The suggested grouping of international match windows and the introduction

to reduce the yearly touchpoints with players and fans was taken on board, as well as the feedback of other

of biennial FIFA World Cups would provide the opportunity for the calendar to be divided, in general terms, into

stakeholders who shared this view. This has resulted in the development of revised options which have been

three distinct and separate periods:

deemed to present the optimum solution for balancing the need for a harmonised international match calendar
with the need to maintain several touchpoints with national teams throughout the year.

Period 1
(Oct/Nov)

In period 1, mainly qualification matches (either

•

Six-match window in October; or

for the FIFA World Cups or confederation final

•

Four-match window in October and

Based on this, the following structure for the international match calendar during a four-year cycle has been

tournaments) and Nations League group stages

developed taking into consideration the input received from stakeholders based on the consultation undertaken

could be played.

to date:

Two-match window in November; or
•

Three-match window in October and
Three-match window in November

OCT
Revised Concept A

OR

OCT & NOV
Revised Concept B1

OR

OCT & NOV
Revised Concept B2

MAR

Late May /
early June

JUN

Period 2
(March)

Two-match window in March

Nations League final-four matches could be
played.

Space for
confederations*

Y1

In period 2, mainly qualification play-offs and

AFC
CAF
Concacaf CONMEBOL
OFC
UEFA

National teams not participating in these matches
would have the opportunity to organise other
matches in this period.

Y2

Period 3
(late May/June)
Space for
confederations*

Y3

Y4

AFC
CAF
Concacaf CONMEBOL
OFC
UEFA

In period 3, final tournaments could be played,

Final tournament window

with the FIFA World Cup being played every two

(including a two-match window at the end of

years and confederations having the option to

May/beginning of June)

play their final tournaments either biennially or
quadrennially.
Where required by climatic reasons or should a
final tournament not take place, Period 3 may
instead be used for matches within qualification

*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

pathways or friendly matches.
Period 3 would also include a two-match window
at the end of May/beginning of June.
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Some of the identified benefits of this proposed harmonised international match calendar are the following:

COMPETITION-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

5.2 QUALIFICATION
PATHWAYS

•

Alignment of the confederation final tournaments and harmonisation of the calendar as much as possible4;

•

Alignment of the men’s and women’s calendars in the sense of not organising overlapping final tournaments

To assess the feasibility of organising biennial FIFA World Cups as per the options featured in chapter 4 of

(since it is proposed that the final tournament window in the women’s calendar be set for July (or another

this report and within the context of a harmonised international match calendar, it was necessary to analyse

month), whilst the men’s would be set for June);

the potential formats of confederation qualification tournaments. The in-depth analysis of all of the different

•

More streamlined qualification pathways;

potential qualification pathways that could be implemented has not only examined how such qualification

•

A window (in March) which, for those national teams not involved in playoff matches or final stages of a

tournaments for each confederation could be viable with respect to the FIFA World Cup, but has also considered

Nations League, would facilitate more intercontinental matches (i.e. involving two teams from different

how these could interplay with the existing confederation final tournaments (including confederation Nations

confederations). This provides for the opportunity to tailor preparation (technical, tactical, etc.) for

Leagues).

different playing styles, etc.;
Reduction in the number of release days, leading to less disruption to club football (domestic leagues and

It should be noted from the outset that there are clearly numerous permutations for how each confederation’s

confederation tournaments);

qualification tournaments can be structured within the harmonised international match calendar. It would

•

Greater certainty for coaches of both national teams and clubs;

therefore be important to arrange the calendar in such a manner that incorporates the optimum formats that

•

Greater certainty for competition organisers to schedule all future competitions;

best suit their own needs and realities.

•

Guaranteed rest periods for players following each final tournament;

•

Less travel over the course of the year for players; and

Potential qualification pathways are being discussed with confederations during the consultation process and,

•

More opportunities for the players who take part in qualifying campaigns to participate in the respective

as mentioned above, obvious differences exist due to the different number of MAs within each confederation, as

final tournaments.

well as the different tournaments that are organised by the confederations.

•

It should be noted that there would be no obligation for certain types of matches to be played within each of

Notwithstanding, simulations of how qualification tournaments could be structured for each confederation have

these three periods for international football, and this is clear from the analysis that has been performed on

been performed based on the slot allocation that has been approved for the FIFA World Cup 2026 – the first 48-

confederation final and qualification tournaments.

team FIFA World Cup. They all cover a four-year cycle, whereby year 1 is the year preceding the first FIFA World
Cup and year 3 is the year preceding the second FIFA World Cup.

4

Option for those confederations having to play final tournaments occasionally in another time of year due to climate.
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Based on the simulations studied, it is entirely feasible that different options and formats are available that
would allow qualification competitions to be held, both for biennial FIFA World Cups and existing confederation
final tournaments and Nations Leagues.

KEY FINDINGS

•

The options presented in section 4 would lead to the harmonisation of the international
match calendar and could generate a number of associated benefits. Furthermore, a
final tournament window in June, which does not overlap with the proposed final
tournament window for the women’s calendar, also ensure harmonisation across the
men’s and women’s calendars.

•

Based on the simulations studied, it is entirely feasible that different options and formats
are available to each confederation that would allow qualification competitions to be
held for biennial FIFA World Cups and existing confederation final tournaments and
Nations Leagues.

COMPETITION-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS
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As outlined in chapter 3 of this report, there is a general consensus that the existing landscape of men’s football
and the current format of the international match calendar both result in:
•

substantial workloads;

•

limited recovery time/rest periods;

•

significant travel; and

•

frequent switching between club/national-team environments.

Increasing the frequency of the FIFA World Cup from a quadrennial to a biennial cycle must be considered
carefully within such a context to seek to ensure that our sport’s protagonists – the players – are better protected.
For the concept of a FIFA World Cup every two years to be regarded as feasible within these parameters, it must
therefore either benefit, or not cause a material adverse impact to, the conditions and general welfare of players,
paying particular attention to factors such as player workload, recovery, travel, change of environments, etc.
Furthermore, as the issue of disparities in participation was identified in chapter 3, this chapter will also examine
whether increasing the frequency of the FIFA World Cup would have an impact on opportunities to participate.

6.1 PLAYER
WORKLOAD
As previously outlined, in the current international match calendar there are five designated windows in which
players can be called up for international duty with their national teams to play friendly matches or finaltournament qualifiers, with up to two matches being played in each window. Therefore, the current international
match calendar provides for up to ten such matches over the course of a calendar year.

06

As set out in chapter 4, the initial concepts developed together with the TAG during the exploration phase of this
exercise provided for a maximum of nine such matches over a calendar year as follows:

PLAYER-RELATED
CONSIDERATIONS

•

Initial concept A: a single window in October with up to seven matches, with a window in late May / early
June of up to two matches (7+2); or

•

Initial concept B: one window in October with up to four matches, followed by a window in March of up
to three matches, with a window in late May / early June of up to two matches (4+3+2).
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Under the revised concepts referenced in chapter 4 of this report, which were developed following feedback

Therefore, taking all into consideration, on average the total number of official matches played by national

received from FIFA’s member associations and other stakeholders, a maximum of ten matches over a calendar

teams is expected to remain the same.

year for friendlies/qualifiers would be maintained (i.e. there would be no increase in the number of such matches
played):

Furthermore, from an individual player perspective, the analysis must also account for the fact that individual
players do not play in every national-team match slot (i.e. there is squad rotation, rest, etc.). For example, over

•
•

Revised Concept A provides for a window in October with up to six matches, followed by a window in

the four-year period leading up to the 2018 FWC, research shows that even some of the most elite performers

March of up to two matches, with a window in late May / early June of up to two matches (6+2+2).

only play between 60% and 80% of the total national-team matches available – see table below:

Revised Concept B:
•

•

B1: provides for a window in October with up to four matches, followed by a window in November of

As such, the analysis suggests that the total number of national-team matches played under the concepts

up to two matches, followed by a window in March of up to two matches, with a window in late May /

proposed, from the individual player perspective, should not increase in any material respect (if at all), and in

early June of up to two matches (4+2+2+2).

any event would only concern a very small proportion of the professional player pool.

B2: provides for a window in October with up to three matches, followed by a window in November of
up to three matches, followed by a window in March of up to two matches, with a window in late May

MATCHES PLAYED BY THEIR
NATIONAL TEAMS

INDIVIDUAL
APPEARANCES

%

Pogba

54

44

81

Sterling

53

37

70

Lukaku

52

41

79

Mane

48

27

56

Messi

55

38

69

Son

56

43

77

/ early June of up to two matches (3+3+2+2).
Factoring in the additional FIFA World Cup, this would mean that 163 teams would be unaffected, 16 teams
would potentially play two more matches, a further 16 would potentially play three more matches, a further
eight would potentially play four more matches, etc. However, this does not take account of the fact that it is not
always the same teams that qualify for consecutive FIFA World Cups or subsequent rounds in consecutive FIFA
World Cups, or consecutive international final tournaments for that matter. For instance, the world champions of
the 1998, 2006, 2010 and 2014 editions were eliminated during the group stage when participating as defending
champions in the next FIFA World Cup. Also, the champions of the 2016 EURO were eliminated in the FIFA World
Cup 2018 in the Round of 16, whilst the champions of Concacaf, CONMEBOL, CAF and OFC did not qualify for the
FIFA World Cup in 2018.
Indeed, analysis of the previous two editions of the FIFA World Cup reveals that the 45 teams which were involved
played, on average, 2.84 matches per tournament, ranging from 5 all the way down to 1.5. Moreover, whilst an
additional FIFA World Cup could add a small number of matches per national team over a 4-year cycle, the
streamlining of the qualification pathways for some confederations should see a corresponding reduction in
the minimum number of matches required to qualify for the more frequent FIFA World Cups (whilst still ensuring
that in other confederations an increase in the number of meaningful qualifying matches, in particular for lower
ranked teams).
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PLAYER-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

6.2 PLAYER RECOVERY TIME/
REST PERIODS
Player release
Currently, the five international windows result in a total of 50 release days. Additional release days are then
required to accommodate final tournaments. The table below provides a summary of the status quo:
WINDOW

MATCHES

RELEASE DAYS

SEPTEMBER

2

10

OCTOBER

2

10

NOVEMBER

2

10

MARCH

2

10

JUNE

2

10

Final tournament*

Final tournament*

10

50

JUNE/JULY
TOTAL

*Please note that, as detailed in chapter 3 of this report, the timing of final tournaments does vary, although FIFA and some confederations
organise (and have previously organised) their final tournaments in June/July.

The initial concepts developed together with the TAG, which were heavily focused on streamlining the number
of windows, would have resulted in a significant (20%) reduction in the number of release days – down from 50
to approximately 40 – see below:
INITIAL CONCEPT A
WINDOW

INITIAL CONCEPT B

MATCHES

RELEASE DAYS

MATCHES

RELEASE DAYS

SEPTEMBER

X

X

X

X

OCTOBER

7

29

4

17

NOVEMBER

X

X

X

X

MARCH

X

X

3

13

END MAY/JUNE

2

10

2

10

9

40

JUNE/JULY
TOTAL

Final tournament
9

39
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As explained in chapter 4, in order to reflect feedback received from various stakeholders during the consultation

benefit from a 12-day or 32-day reduction in the number of release days from the non-final tournament

process, which inter alia called for more regular touchpoints for national-team football, the revised concepts

international windows, as well as another reduction of 10 to 13 days leading into the FIFA World Cup).

were developed. The table below illustrates the windows and number of release days for each revised concept:

Teams progressing to the latter stages of the tournament may experience a slight increase in release
days in the event they go deep in all tournaments. However, this is not regarded to be substantial and,

REVISED CONCEPT A

REVISED CONCEPT B1

REVISED CONCEPT B2

MATCHES

RELEASE DAYS

MATCHES

RELEASE DAYS

MATCHES

RELEASE DAYS

SEPTEMBER

X

X

X

X

X

X

OCTOBER

6

25

4

17

3

11*

NOVEMBER

X

X

2

10

3

11*

MARCH

2

10

2

10

2

10

END MAY/JUNE

2

10

2

10

2

10

10

42

WINDOW

JUNE

Final tournament

TOTAL

10

45

10

47

viewed over a four-year cycle, is not considered to have a material adverse impact upon player rest.
Rest periods
The presence or absence of rest period(s) within the calendar are more significant drivers in terms of player rest
and recovery.
The prevailing research from a sports-medicine perspective indicates that, during extended periods of match
congestion and over the course of a season, players can experience ”acute” and/or “chronic” fatigue (both
mental and physical):6
•

Acute fatigue has been shown to temporarily impair physical, technical, tactical, and decision-making
performance in footballers:7

* This option applies the shorter release period for triple-header windows that has been used recently for FWC qualifiers and would see
players spend less time away from clubs.

Although these revised concepts result in a higher number of release days than the options under the initial

•

ideas, they also result in an overall reduction in the number of release days when compared to the status quo.

•

Multiple strategies exist to optimise immediate recovery from this.8

•

Players typically recover within a few days, depending on extent.9

Chronic fatigue is a potential consequence of extended periods of training and competition without
adequate recovery and could lead to reduced performance and increased risk of injury and illness.10

Furthermore, as previously noted in chapter 4, the release period preceding the tournament would be reviewed

Research suggests that strategic periods of reduced training, such as mandatory rest periods, can optimise

in order to not exceed the period that is also used for confederation final tournaments in June (10 days), thus

physiological and psychological adaptations for upcoming competitions and can potentially improve

further decreasing the overall release days by another 10 to 13 days (as was e.g. the case for the FWC 2018 in

subsequent performance.11

Russia5).
Factoring in the additional FIFA World Cup, this would mean that:
•

players from 163 MAs and their associated clubs and leagues would benefit from less disruption in the
form of a reduced number of release days under either revised concept;

•

for the 48 MAs that would qualify for the additional FIFA World Cup:
•

under Revised Concept A, virtually all participating players and their associated clubs and leagues
would still benefit from fewer release days (as, over a four-year cycle, they would benefit from a 20day reduction in release days from the non-final tournament international windows, as well as another
reduction of 10 to 13 days leading into the FIFA World Cup);

•

under Revised Concept B, most participating players and their associated clubs and leagues would
not experience an increase in the number of release days (as, over a four-year cycle, they would

Please note that the release period ahead of FIFA World Cup 2022 should not serve as a reference due to the exceptional timing in
November/December.
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Lewis NA, Collins D, Pedlar CR, Rogers JP. Can clinicians and scientists explain and prevent unexplained underperformance syndrome
in elite athletes: an interdisciplinary perspective and 2016 update. BMJ Open Sport Exerc Med. 2015;1(1):e000063. doi:10.1136/
bmjsem-2015-000063.
11
Vachon A, Berryman N, Mujika I, Paquet J-B, Arvisais D, Bosquet L. Effects of tapering on neuromuscular and metabolic fitness in team
sports: a systematic review and meta-analysis. Eur J Sport Sci. 2021;21(3):300-311. doi:10.1080/17461391.2020.1736183.
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When it comes to players who are carrying an injury (of which there are many, to varying degrees), a mandatory

As shown in chapter 4, both the initial and revised concepts would see a reduction in the number of release

rest period provides time for focus on full recovery training. There is consistent evidence that previous injury is a

days and would provide space in the international match calendar to introduce a mandatory rest period at the

considerable risk factor in most lower limb injuries. Additionally, physical complaints affecting players during a

end of the season of approximately three weeks in length. This mandatory rest period would operate at the

season, even where they continue to play football, can increase the risk of subsequent injuries.13 Mandatory rest

individual level and be adaptable to players’ domestic calendars, ensuring it takes place at the optimum time for

periods enable players to focus more on prior complaints and injuries to reduce subsequent injury risk.

the players as well as ensuring minimum disruption to the domestic club football calendar. For ease of reference,

12

the visual representations of this that are set out in chapter 4 are repeated below (for the revised concept only):
Irrespective of whether players are carrying an injury or not, mandatory rest periods are seen as
beneficial from both the injury risk management and player performance perspectives. This was noted

STATUS QUO

REVISED CONCEPT A

REVISED CONCEPT B (B1 & B2)

Annual Workload Report: Men’s Football, where regulated season breaks were again referenced as a key principle
in providing strong player safeguards and protections within future international match calendars:

OCT
NOV

CLUB

NT

CLUB

SEP

NT

NT
NT

CLUB

This was then reinforced in their latest workload report from 2021, the FIFPRO Player Workload Monitoring –

AUG

CLUB CLUB

“In- and off-season breaks increase players’ ability to recover fully during and after a football season.
The latter is essential before starting a new season.”

CLUB

by FIFPRO in its 2019 report entitled At the Limit: Player Workload in Elite Professional Men’s Football:

NT
NT

For one, there are large variations in individual responses to training, competition and recovery periods. The
response depends on intrinsic player factors (genetics, psychological traits, states, training background, age,
lifestyle, etc.) and contextual factors (environmental, social, cultural, etc.).14
Notwithstanding this, analysis suggests that too-short recovery periods may be insufficient for full physical and
mental recovery, whereas too-long rest periods, without appropriate exercise, could have negative effects, in
particular when it comes to player performance. For example, even short-term breaks of two to four weeks of
15

CLUB

CLUB

FEB
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MAY
JUN
JUL

NT

NT

NT
FWC/
CONTINENTAL*

NT

CLUB

The optimal length of such periods is not currently prescribed, nor are there guidelines about a target duration.

JAN

CLUB

“… off-season and in-season breaks are also crucial in preserving the mental and physical wellbeing
of footballers. Currently this precious time away from football is in practice not provided in the
calendar. Season-breaks need therefore to be better protected through regulations and enforcement
mechanisms to provide the players with the necessary recovery periods.”

CLUB

DEC

CLUB
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rest can decrease subsequent physical performance (e.g. in Yo-Yo IR2, VO2 Max and repeated sprint testing).16
Green B, Bourne MN, van Dyk N, Pizzari T. Recalibrating the risk of hamstring strain injury (HSI): A 2020 systematic review and metaanalysis of risk factors for index and recurrent hamstring strain injury in sport. Br J Sports Med. 2020;54(18):1081-1088. doi:10.1136/
bjsports-2019-100983; Green B, Pizzari T. Calf muscle strain injuries in sport: a systematic review of risk factors for injury. Br J Sports Med.
2017;51(16):1189-1194. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2016-097177; Hägglund M, Waldén M, Ekstrand J. Risk factors for lower extremity muscle injury
in professional soccer: the UEFA Injury Study. Am J Sports Med. 2013;41(2):327-335. doi:10.1177/0363546512470634; Whittaker JL, Small C,
Maffey L, Emery CA. Risk factors for groin injury in sport: an updated systematic review. Br J Sports Med. 2015;49(12):803-809. doi:10.1136/
bjsports-2014-094287.
13
Whalan M, Lovell R, Sampson JA. Do Niggles Matter? - Increased injury risk following physical complaints in football (soccer). Science and
Medicine in Football. 2020;4(3):216-224. doi:10.1080/24733938.2019.1705996.
14
Jeffries AC, Marcora SM, Coutts AJ, Wallace L, McCall A, Impellizzeri FM. Development of a Revised Conceptual Framework of Physical
Training for Use in Research and Practice. Sports Med. Published online September 14, 2021. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01551-5.
15
Mujika I, Padilla S. Detraining: loss of training-induced physiological and performance adaptations. Part II: Long term insufficient training
stimulus. Sports Med. 2000;30(3):145-154. doi:10.2165/00007256-200030030-00001.
16
Clemente FM, Ramirez-Campillo R, Sarmento H. Detrimental Effects of the Off-Season in Soccer Players: A Systematic Review and
Meta-analysis. Sports Med. 2021;51(4):795-814. doi:10.1007/s40279-020-01407-4; Mujika I, Padilla S. Detraining: loss of traininginduced physiological and performance adaptations. Part I: short term insufficient training stimulus. Sports Med. 2000;30(2):79-87.
doi:10.2165/00007256-200030020-00002.
12

Mandatory rest period at individual level, adaptable to players’ domestic calendars
*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and revised concepts (August to July)
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The introduction of a mandatory rest period of
approximately three weeks’ length at the conclusion of the
season would have clear positive impacts from a playerwelfare standpoint both in terms of injury prevention and
player performance
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NT
NT

Mandatory rest period at individual level, adaptable to players’ domestic calendars
*May need to be adapted for certain confederations due to climatic reasons

Illustration Men’s international match calendar: status quo and revised concepts (January to December)

Based on the analysis conducted, the introduction of a mandatory rest period of approximately three weeks’
length at the conclusion of the season would have clear positive impacts from a player-welfare standpoint both
in terms of injury prevention and player performance. To maximise the value of such periods, it is recommended
that rest be complemented with specific exercise programmes tailored to each player’s intrinsic and extrinsic
factors.
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The prevailing body of research suggests that jet lag (typically characterised by the desynchronisation between
the internal human circadian system and the time at the new destination20) can occur after rapid travel across
three or more time zones (trans-meridian travel, i.e. east-west/west-east).21

Another important metric in assessing player-welfare impacts is the amount of travel to which players are
subjected.

There are generally three key factors influencing jet lag:22

Research indicates that, fundamentally, travel can give rise to both travel fatigue and jet lag. In the case of travel

•

Travel direction;

fatigue, it can occur in all travelling players following one long journey or as a consequence of repetitive travel

•

Travel duration; and

within a season.

•

The number of time zones crossed.

17

There are generally four key factors influencing the extent of travel fatigue:18

Notably, jet lag is considered to have an even greater impact on player welfare than travel fatigue as it is
associated with potentially more severe and prolonged symptoms,23 such as:

•

Total distance travelled

•

Time of travel (am or pm)

•

disrupted sleep pattern (circadian rhythm);

•

Frequency of travel

•

fatigue;

•

Length of the season

•

headache and irritability;

•

decreased concentration;

•

reduced gastrointestinal functions,24 which can lead to:

Travel fatigue can have a negative influence on player welfare and perceptual measures, which may affect injury
risk and performance,19 such as:
•

reduced alertness;

•

reduced motivation;

•

negative mood; and

•

increased perceived stress and fatigue.

Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0; Waterhouse J, Reilly T, Atkinson G, Edwards
B. Jet lag: trends and coping strategies. Lancet. 2007;369(9567):1117-1129. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(07)60529-7; Samuels CH. Jet lag and
travel fatigue: a comprehensive management plan for sport medicine physicians and high-performance support teams. Clin J Sport Med.
2012;22(3):268-273. doi:10.1097/JSM.0b013e31824d2eeb; Reilly T, Waterhouse J, Edwards B. Some chronobiological and physiological
problems associated with long-distance journeys. Travel Med Infect Dis. 2009;7(2):88-101. doi:10.1016/j.tmaid.2008.05.002; Arendt J.
Managing jet lag: Some of the problems and possible new solutions. Sleep Med Rev. 2009;13(4):249-256. doi:10.1016/j.smrv.2008.07.01.
18
Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0.
19
Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0; Samuels CH. Jet lag and travel fatigue: a
comprehensive management plan for sport medicine physicians and high-performance support teams. Clin J Sport Med. 2012;22(3):268273. doi:10.1097/JSM.0b013e31824d2eeb; McGuckin TA, Sinclair WH, Sealey RM, Bowman P. The effects of air travel on performance
measures of elite Australian rugby league players. Eur J Sport Sci. 2014;14 Suppl 1:S116-122. doi:10.1080/17461391.2011.654270; Richmond
LK, Dawson B, Stewart G, Cormack S, Hillman DR, Eastwood PR. The effect of interstate travel on the sleep patterns and performance
of elite Australian Rules footballers. J Sci Med Sport. 2007;10(4):252-258. doi:10.1016/j.jsams.2007.03.002; Fowler P, Duffield R, Vaile J.
Effects of domestic air travel on technical and tactical performance and recovery in soccer. Int J Sports Physiol Perform. 2014;9(3):378-386.
doi:10.1123/IJSPP.2013-0484; Fowler P, Duffield R, Vaile J. Effects of simulated domestic and international air travel on sleep, performance,
and recovery for team sports. Scand J Med Sci Sports. 2015;25(3):441-451. doi:10.1111/sms.12227.

abdominal pain;

•

constipation; and

•

diarrhoea.

Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0; Waterhouse J, Reilly T, Atkinson G, Edwards
B. Jet lag: trends and coping strategies. Lancet. 2007;369(9567):1117-1129. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(07)60529-7; Samuels CH. Jet lag and
travel fatigue: a comprehensive management plan for sport medicine physicians and high-performance support teams. Clin J Sport Med.
2012;22(3):268-273. doi:10.1097/JSM.0b013e31824d2eeb; Reilly T, Waterhouse J, Edwards B. Some chronobiological and physiological
problems associated with long-distance journeys. Travel Med Infect Dis. 2009;7(2):88-101. doi:10.1016/j.tmaid.2008.05.002; Reilly T,
Waterhouse J, Edwards B. Jet lag and air travel: implications for performance. Clin Sports Med. 2005;24(2):367-380, xii. doi:10.1016/j.
csm.2004.12.004; Reilly T, Atkinson G, Edwards B, et al. Coping with jet-lag: A Position Statement for the European College of Sport Science.
European Journal of Sport Science. 2007;7(1):1-7. doi:10.1080/17461390701216823.
21
Samuels CH. Jet lag and travel fatigue: a comprehensive management plan for sport medicine physicians and high-performance
support teams. Clin J Sport Med. 2012;22(3):268-273. doi:10.1097/JSM.0b013e31824d2eeb; Reilly T, Waterhouse J, Edwards B. Some
chronobiological and physiological problems associated with long-distance journeys. Travel Med Infect Dis. 2009;7(2):88-101. doi:10.1016/j.
tmaid.2008.05.002.
22
Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0.
23
Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0; Waterhouse J, Reilly T, Atkinson G, Edwards
B. Jet lag: trends and coping strategies. Lancet. 2007;369(9567):1117-1129. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(07)60529-7; Fowler P, Duffield R, Vaile
J. Effects of domestic air travel on technical and tactical performance and recovery in soccer. Int J Sports Physiol Perform. 2014;9(3):378386. doi:10.1123/IJSPP.2013-0484; Eastman CI, Burgess HJ. How To Travel the World Without Jet lag. Sleep Med Clin. 2009;4(2):241-255.
doi:10.1016/j.jsmc.2009.02.006; Roach GD, Sargent C. Interventions to Minimize Jet Lag After Westward and Eastward Flight. Front Physiol.
2019;10:927. doi:10.3389/fphys.2019.00927.
24
Zubac D, Buoite Stella A, Morrison SA. Up in the Air: Evidence of Dehydration Risk and Long-Haul Flight on Athletic Performance. Nutrients.
2020;12(9):E2574. doi:10.3390/nu12092574; Duboc H, Coffin B, Siproudhis L. Disruption of Circadian Rhythms and Gut Motility: An Overview
of Underlying Mechanisms and Associated Pathologies. J Clin Gastroenterol. 2020;54(5):405-414. doi:10.1097/MCG.0000000000001333.
20
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These effects can have a negative impact upon both perceptual and objective measures of health and

The 2019 FIFPRO report, At the Limit: Player Workload in Elite Professional Men’s Football, cited some of

performance that can affect injury and illness risk, depending on the time of training or competition, such as:

the issues around player travel, with a particular emphasis on, and concern about, long-haul journeys:

25

“Due to the global nature of the game, players cross many time zones for international matches and
do not get the additional rest recommended by medical experts.” (p.7)

•

daytime fatigue/sleepiness;

•

impaired mental or physical performance; and

•

reduced explosive movement of the lower limbs (e.g. countermovement jumps and sprint performance).

Critically, the intensity and duration of jet lag symptoms can worsen the more time zones are crossed. For

“… the number of cross continental trips should be reduced. 63% of national team players say that
long-distance travel impacts their performance.” (p.8)

example, crossing three to four time zones produces milder symptoms compared to crossing ten to 12 time
zones. As a rule of thumb, the duration of natural alignment is 0.5 days per time zone crossed in a westerly

Moreover, as part of its report, FIFPRO surveyed 543 players (55% of whom played for their national teams) to

direction, and one day per time zone crossed in an easterly direction.

gather their feedback and opinions on a number of subjects related to player welfare, including travel. One of

26

the key takeaways was that 60% of those surveyed reported that “long national and international flights had a
It should be noted that individual responses to jet lag vary in general terms as well as in terms of the different

negative impact on their recovery” (p.17).

durations and directions of travel. Factors that may influence the nature of individual responses include age,
flexibility of sleeping habits, chronotype (inclination with regard to the times of day when sleep is preferred or

Ultimately, this analysis, which is consistent with the aforementioned research indicating an elevated injury

individuals are most alert/energetic, i.e. whether a player is a morning, intermediate or evening person), time of

and performance risk associated with travel, culminated in a recommendation that “the number of long flights

arrival, previous travel experience, etc.

(especially those inducing jet lag) is minimised”, together with one or two other recommendations such as

27

minimum travel standards, e.g. mandated business-class flights (p.16).
In addition to both travel fatigue and jet lag, the act of travelling itself can also expose a player to increased risk
of illness.

As with the issue of player rest, this was then reinforced in their 2021 workload report, FIFPRO Player Workload
Monitoring – Annual Workload Report: Men’s Football, in which reduced international travel was referenced as a

The microclimate of an airplane cabin consists of dry, recirculated and cool air with lower oxygen pressure. Being

key principle in providing strong player safeguards and protections within future international match calendars:

exposed to this environment for prolonged durations, together with the short-term seated immobilisation, can
cause negative health effects, namely:28
•

dehydration;

•

deep vein thrombosis; and

•

infections (both viral and bacterial).

Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0.
26
Janse van Rensburg DC, Jansen van Rensburg A, Fowler PM, et al. Managing Travel Fatigue and Jet Lag in Athletes: A Review and
Consensus Statement. Sports Med. 2021;51(10):2029-2050. doi:10.1007/s40279-021-01502-0; Eastman CI, Burgess HJ. How To Travel the
World Without Jet lag. Sleep Med Clin. 2009;4(2):241-255. doi:10.1016/j.jsmc.2009.02.006; Burgess HJ, Sharkey KM, Eastman CI. Bright light,
dark and melatonin can promote circadian adaptation in night shift workers. Sleep Med Rev. 2002;6(5):407-420.
27
Samuels CH. Jet lag and travel fatigue: a comprehensive management plan for sport medicine physicians and high-performance support
teams. Clin J Sport Med. 2012;22(3):268-273. doi:10.1097/JSM.0b013e31824d2eeb; Postolache TT, Hung T-M, Rosenthal RN, Soriano JJ,
Montes F, Stiller JW. Sports chronobiology consultation: from the lab to the arena. Clin Sports Med. 2005;24(2):415-456, xiv. doi:10.1016/j.
csm.2005.01.001.
28
Zubac D, Buoite Stella A, Morrison SA. Up in the Air: Evidence of Dehydration Risk and Long-Haul Flight on Athletic Performance.
Nutrients. 2020;12(9):E2574. doi:10.3390/nu12092574.
25

“Lower heavy travel demands on individual players, including time zone crossings and exposure to
extreme climate conditions.”
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The initial concepts developed together with the TAG, which would reduce the number of international windows
from the current five to six (depending upon whether there is a final tournament) down to two to three (October
window only) or three to four (October/March windows), would significantly reduce the number of flights taken

Reduced player travel would in turn be favourable from
a player-welfare standpoint both for injury and illness
prevention and player performance

and kilometres travelled by players. Furthermore, as each window involves an inbound and outbound journey,
the impact would be doubled. Finally, reducing the overall number of matches would also have an impact in

Although, ultimately, the two revised concepts developed following stakeholder feedback would provide for

terms of reduced travel.

more windows than under the initial concepts, they would nonetheless result in a reduction in the number of
windows compared to the status quo. This would therefore yield corresponding benefits in terms of reduced

For example, the case studies presented below (one per confederation, for representation purposes),29 which are

player travel (in particular long-haul flights for foreign-based players representing their national teams), which

based on simulations, provide a comparison between the distances travelled by a sample of players during the

would in turn be favourable from a player-welfare standpoint both for injury and illness prevention and player

2014-2018 FIFA World Cup cycle and the distances they would be expected to travel if one of the initial concepts

performance.

30

(involving the single window in October) were to be implemented in 2026-2030.

B. Ruiz
Costa Rica

O. Mikel
Nigeria

L. Messi
Argentina

H. Kane
England

M. Hasebe
Japan

2014 2018

377,484km

211,504km

324,569km

40,476km

316,363km

2026 2030

155,821km

124,610km

157,348km

38,101km

190,705km

Illustration How would these reforms affect player travel over a four-year cycle?

As the analysis indicates, all players would be positively impacted whilst foreign-based players would not take
significantly fewer long-haul flights due to the reduced number of windows, but they would also benefit from a
sizeable reduction in the overall number of kilometres travelled. For example, the simulation forecasts that Bryan
Ruiz (Costa Rica) could travel almost 60% less under this concept. Lionel Messi (Argentina) could travel more
than 50% less, whilst both John Obi Mikel (Nigeria) and Makoto Hasebe (Japan) could both travel around 40%
less. Whilst the OFC is not represented in this analysis, it is safe to assume that, given the significant distances
that would need to be travelled by players based in leagues outside of the Oceania region, the reductions would
also be sizeable for those players.
Please note that for the purposes of this analysis, sample players must have participated in the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia. As no team
from the OFC qualified for the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia, there is no sample player included from that confederation.
30
For friendly matches, it was assumed that players travelled directly to the location of a friendly match. For qualifier matches, it was
assumed that the player travelled first to their home country to join up with their national team and then subsequently travelled to their
match venues. Finally, for final tournaments, it was assumed that the player travelled first to their home country to join up with their
national team and then subsequently travelled to the venue of the tournament. At the conclusion of the match, it was assumed that the
player travelled back to the location of the club where they currently play.
29
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With regard to training conditions, there can be considerable differences between clubs and national teams.
Arguably, one of the main focus areas of national-team training is on tactical improvements and recovery
between matches, whilst club training sessions may include more consideration of long-term physiological
adaptations, both in terms of maintenance and improvements. National-team environments could therefore
be expected to have training sessions with low injury risk, whereas clubs would have training sessions with
moderate risk of injury.
However, a review of injury incidence rates between domestic leagues and international tournaments does not
confirm this. It suggests that training injury incidence is similar between national teams and clubs:31

6.4 SWITCHING BETWEEN CLUB AND
NATIONAL-TEAM ENVIRONMENTS

•

Club teams: 3.8 (95%CI*, 3.2 to 4.5)

•

National teams: 3.5 (95%CI*, 2.2 to 4.7)
*confidence interval

As explained in section 3.4 of this report, the current international match calendar, with various windows

Currently, it would appear to be uncertain how changes to the frequency and duration of international windows

interspersed throughout the year, means that players are required to repeatedly alternate between club and

could affect injury rates. On the one hand, longer periods with the national teams could allow more time for

national-team environments. Therefore, it needs to be considered whether the organisation of a FIFA World

players to adapt to training and playing style, and potentially reduce the risk of injury during international

Cup every two years would lead to additional interruptions to club and national-team training periods and

windows. On the other hand, should training intensity with the national teams vary to that at club level, longer

preparation time and would thereby exacerbate the detrimental impact on player welfare.

international windows would mean that more time would be required to readapt to club training following the
international window. Interference with long-term training adaptations could arguably reduce player capacity,

The initial concepts devised during the exploration phase sought to address this “stop-and-go” effect by

making players more susceptible to injury following their return to the club, depending on individual training

significantly reducing the number of international windows (from five to six under the status quo down to either

regimes.

two to three or three to four, as previously mentioned) and implementing some longer windows during the
season (either seven or a combination of four and three). Accordingly, the organisation of a FIFA World Cup every

At present, there does not appear to be clear evidence of an increased risk of injury following return to the club

two years under either of these two ideas would see significantly reduced switching between club and national-

under the current international match calendar and its existing set of windows.32 The content and variation of

team environments and therefore improved player-welfare outcomes under this measure.

national-team training is therefore essential to estimate the effect on injury risk.

As previously mentioned, although stakeholder feedback during the consultation process has resulted in the

Finally, variations in dietary provision and control between different clubs and national teams are to be expected.

reintroduction of more windows into the two prevailing concepts currently under consideration (Revised Concept

Diet is potentially less regulated at national-team level depending on the level and set-up, as some teams have

A being three to four windows of 6+2+2+FT and Revised Concept B being four to five windows of 4+2+2+2+FT or

strictly controlled diets whilst others rely more on external provision and/or individual player choices. Although

3+3+2+2+FT), they would still see a reduction in the number of windows (and therefore fewer switches between

nutrition plays a valuable integrated role in optimising the performance of elite players during training and match

club and national-team football) compared to the status quo.

play, there is currently no evidence that differences in nutrition strategies between national teams or clubs have
a clear impact on player welfare. Therefore, the influence of dietary differences and rhythm is considered to be

In any event, FIFA has since further investigated the available research into whether the frequency of changes

minor and is likely to be highly individual.

between club and national-team environments influences injury risk and performance, and the findings are
inconclusive. Firstly, to date, the switching of training/competition settings does not appear to be a directly
investigated area and is arguably very individual, relating to player personality, current injury and performance
status, etc. For example, from a psychological perspective, some players may prefer to have many international
windows to enable them to visit family and friends in their home countries, whereas others may feel that the
windows disrupt their rhythm of play. Further qualitative analysis of this frequency could be explored in the
future.

31
López-Valenciano A, Ruiz-Pérez I, Garcia-Gómez A, et al. Epidemiology of injuries in professional football: a systematic review and metaanalysis. Br J Sports Med. 2020;54(12):711-718. doi:10.1136/bjsports-2018-099577.
32
Carling C, McCall A, Le Gall F, Dupont G. The impact of in-season national team soccer play on injury and player availability in a
professional club. J Sports Sci. 2015;33(17):1751-1757. doi:10.1080/02640414.2015.1013051.
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In the entire history of the FIFA World Cup, only 58 players
have played more than 15 matches in a final competition,
with this group of players representing just 14 countries
Biennial FIFA World Cups and more frequent confederation final tournaments would clearly provide players with
more participation opportunities. Besides giving players the platform to shine and to demonstrate their talent
in competitive matches against other elite players, it would also have a positive impact on player development
and career pathways.
Looking at this from a country perspective, only 78 national teams have played in a FIFA World Cup, i.e. 37% of
FIFA’s membership. This number has also been fairly stagnant with little growth. Over the past four editions of
the FIFA World Cup (dating back to Germany in 2006), there have only been ten tournament debutants, with six
coming in the 2006 edition. The 2010 and 2014 editions both saw just one new participant (Slovakia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina respectively) while the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia saw two, with Panama and Iceland making
their first appearances.
Currently, 32 opportunities can qualify over a four-year period, but a shift to a biennial FIFA World Cup would see
that number increase to 96 (taking account of the expansion to 48 teams from 2026 onwards) — a 200% increase
in slots.

6.5 PARTICIPATION
OPPORTUNITIES

FIFA’s study in 2016 regarding the expansion of the FIFA World Cup, entitled An Expanded FIFA World Cup: Analysis
and Findings, examined the extraordinary impact that participating in a FIFA World Cup can have on football
within a country and region.

The pinnacle of a player’s international football career is playing in a FIFA World Cup or in a confederation

The analysis involved performing detailed case studies of countries. These case studies relied principally upon

final tournament. However, given the current frequency of final tournaments, there are limited participation

data related to MAs’ player registration systems and the FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking.

opportunities for players. Many of the game’s greatest talents have either not had the opportunity to play on the
greatest stage or have done so on only a few occasions. Not only does this deprive players of the opportunity to

As it noted:

fulfil their childhood dreams and to regularly compete with and against the best players of their generation, but it
“The FIFA World Cup also presents a massive reward and recognition platform for investment in
football that ultimately leads to stronger national team performances. Participation in the FIFA World
Cup can also potentially unlock new avenues for development: increased funds for development
(through the participation bonus), increased visibility of the national team providing additional
opportunities for commercial partnerships, and enhanced participation in the sport locally prior to
and following the competition.”

also deprives football fans across the globe of the opportunity to see such players representing their country and
competing for the most coveted prizes in the sport. Taking only a sample of some of the game’s greats, players
such as Ryan Giggs, George Best, Alfredo Di Stefano and George Weah never played in a FIFA World Cup, whilst
others such as Andriy Shevchenko and Eusébio only had the chance to play in one edition of the tournament.
In the entire history of the FIFA World Cup, only 58 players have played more than 15 matches in a final
competition, with this group of players representing just 14 countries. In terms of the three players who have

For ease of reference, a summary of these case studies is provided on the next page.33

played the most FIFA World Cup matches, their cumulative number of matches represents less than 3% of the
total number of matches they played in their career. This means that, for every 100 matches they played, less
than three were in the most prestigious competition of their sport.
Updated information, if considered relevant, has been included.

33
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Japan

Ghana

Japan first qualified for a FIFA World Cup in 1998. Since then, their men’s national team have qualified

According to the Ghana Football Association (GFA), Ghana’s first participation in the FIFA World Cup (in

for every FIFA World Cup. Following their first FIFA World Cup qualification, they steadily improved their

2006), like in Australia, generated a significant boost in the popularity of the sport among young people.

ranking from 57th in 1999 to 15th in 2005. Since then, Japan have also consistently been a top performer

Ghana’s success at youth level, being the first African country to win the FIFA U-17 World Cup in 1991, also

in Asian football, most recently reaching the final of the 2019 AFC Asian Cup and winning the tournament

had a significant catalytic effect.

on several occasions. Moreover, following their qualification for the 1998 FIFA World Cup, participation
figures based on male player registrations showed a sharp increase in youth-level participation, from

Since 2006, Ghana has participated in all FIFA World Cups with the exception of the 2018 FIFA World Cup

grassroots to U-19.

Russia, and the GFA now struggles to keep up with the registration of the large numbers of youth players
entering the system, starting at U 12 level. In 2016, the association began to track youth participation as a

The next upswing, particularly in terms of participation at grassroots level, was observed in the period

critical component of football development through its registration system.

immediately following the 2002 FIFA World Cup, which Japan co-hosted with Korea Republic, a trend
that was repeated after Japan’s 2010 FIFA World Cup participation, with the categories ranging from U-15

Algeria

to U-19 recording consistently high participation. In fact, the FIFA Big Count 2006 ranked the Japan

Between 2006 and 2010, the Algerian men’s national team rose from 80th to 26th in the FIFA/Coca-Cola

Football Association among the top ten associations in the world in terms of participation in the game,

World Ranking. This culminated in their participation in the 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa. They then

with over one million registered players (male and female combined).

qualified for the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil, when they were ranked 18th in the world. The opportunities

34

presented by participating in the FIFA World Cup also trickled down to the Algerian domestic league,
In Japan, the opportunity to participate in a FIFA World Cup for the first time led to much greater youth

which is widely recognised as very competitive. For example, USM Alger were runners-up in the 2015 CAF

participation and increased overall interest in the game. Participation in the FIFA World Cup subsequently

Champions League.

helped to sustain this popularity, generating new resources for investment in the development of football
and leading to increased grassroots participation.

Today, Algeria offers ample opportunities for sound player pathways from grassroots to the top domestic
league. The prospects offered by the FIFA World Cup have helped to cement efforts aimed at strengthening

Australia

local football development through sustained commercial resources and the popularity of the game.

Football’s popularity in Australia has traditionally faced staunch competition from other codes such
as Australian rules football and rugby, as well as several other sports (e.g. cricket). Australia’s second

These case studies continue to be relevant examples of the potential impacts that participation in a FIFA World

participation in the 2006 FIFA World Cup (their first appearance in over 30 years) fuelled widespread

Cup can have on football development in a country. Indeed, there are also more recent cases that further reinforce

popularity of the game and led to increased participation rates among young people. An important

the assertion that participation in a FIFA World Cup can lead to improved performance by the participating teams

element in this was the role of the FIFA World Cup as a factor in the pre- and post-participation timeline,

in the future.

as illustrated by data covering the 2003-2009 period.
Football participation in the age categories of 15 years and above, for both males and females, grew
by 31% between 2003 and 2009. The season immediately following Australia’s qualification for the 2006
FIFA World Cup saw an increase in participation of 10%, and there were also more modest increases in
grassroots participation. In some parts of the country, grassroots participation has increased by almost
50% and there have been a growing number of football programmes in schools – heightened demand
has led to an increase from one programme per year to two or three.

34

www.fifa.com/mm/document/fifafacts/bcoffsurv/bigcount.statspackage_7024.pdf
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Two obvious examples include the previous and upcoming hosts, Russia and Qatar, and these were outlined as

growth as a football nation at the elite level, with the national team playing an attractive attacking style

part of FIFA’s 2019 feasibility study into the potential expansion of the 2022 FIFA World Cup, entitled FIFA World

resulting in 19 goals scored (the most of any competing nation) and only one conceded across seven

Cup Qatar 2022™ – Feasibility Study: Expansion of Format to 48 Teams.

games. So too was the team’s recent performance at this year’s Concacaf Gold Cup, where they reached
the semi-finals and narrowly lost to eventual winners the USA. With the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 less

For ease of reference, a summary of these case studies is also included below.

than one year out at the time of writing the feasibility study, the potential is considered to be promising.

35

Russia

To conclude, as previously noted in the two aforementioned studies conducted by FIFA, the case studies help to

The 2018 FIFA World Cup Debrief Report issued to the FIFA Council in October 2018 highlighted the

highlight that:

tremendous impact that participating in the 2018 FIFA World Cup had on the Russian national team.
From a footballing perspective, the national team had an outstanding tournament despite initially

•

a competition of the standard of the FIFA World Cup can lead to improved performance by the participating

modest expectations following performances at UEFA EURO 2016 and in the friendly matches preceding

teams in the future. Exposure to the FIFA World Cup also provides teams with higher revenues to reinvest

the tournament, which culminated in a FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking of 70th (the lowest of all 32

in football development, such as enhancing young people’s access to the game.

participating teams). However, spurred on by a passionate fan base and their home advantage, the

•

the pre- and post-participation periods are critical when analysing the impact of the FIFA World Cup on

Sbornaya quickly exceeded those expectations and became the Cinderella story of the tournament. They

football development in a country, such as through participation at youth level. The FIFA World Cup as a

hit the ground running with a 5-0 victory in the opening match against Saudi Arabia, which set the tone

pull factor for development, offering a reward for increased investment and focus on football development

for the tournament, qualified for the knockout stage and then upset strong favourites Spain in the round

locally, is significant.

of 16, before finally crashing out in the quarter-finals after a thrilling penalty shoot-out loss to eventual
runners-up Croatia. There is no doubt that the team’s performances galvanised the home nation and

Of course, it goes without saying that to fully capitalise on and harness the value of participating in a FIFA World

captured the hearts of football fans around the globe.

Cup in achieving tangible development results, critical framework conditions need to be in place. These offer
further opportunities for FIFA’s development work to generate an impact from countries’ participation in the

It is expected that these exploits, combined with the various legacy-related projects during and after
the tournament, will help to inspire the next generation of Russian footballers to build on the platform
established during the 2018 FIFA World Cup. As a consequence of their strong FIFA World Cup campaign
and results since then, Russia have risen to 34th in the FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking, up 36 places from
immediately prior to the 2018 FIFA World Cup. They are now currently due to compete in the UEFA playoffs
in March 2022 for a spot at next year’s FIFA World Cup in Qatar.
Qatar
The selection of Qatar as the host of the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 has had a conspicuous impact on
the development of football in the country. The investments in the sport, both in terms of infrastructure
and from a technical perspective, have been noteworthy, ranging from the eight world class stadiums to
the state-of-the-art training facilities which will serve as team base camps for participating teams and are
already used frequently by top football clubs (e.g. through the Aspire Academy).
All of this investment in infrastructure and football development has already translated into results on the
pitch. Since 2010, when Qatar was selected to host the FIFA World Cup 2022, the national team have risen
61 places in the FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking, from 112th up to 51st as at November 2021. The team’s
success in winning their first AFC Asian Cup in the UAE in 2019 was a clear sign of the country’s continued
35

Updated information, if considered relevant, has been included.

tournament.
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•

From a player load perspective, the initial concepts developed would result in a reduction in
national-team match slots for friendlies/qualifiers over a 4-year cycle. Under the revised concepts
amended based on feedback received, the streamlining of the qualification pathways would
compensate for any (very small) additional matches played by national teams participating in
the FIFA World Cup. For the vast majority, the number of national-team match slots would remain
the same. Moreover, from the individual player perspective, the analysis suggests that the total
number of national-team matches played should not increase in any material respect (if at all),
and in any event would only concern a very small proportion of the professional player pool.

•

In terms of release days, the overall number of release days from clubs would reduce or in
exceptional cases would remain the same.

•

The introduction of a mandatory rest period of approximately three weeks’ length at the
conclusion of the season, as foreseen under the concepts developed (both initial and revised),
would have clear positive impacts from a player-welfare standpoint both in terms of injury
prevention and player performance.

•

The concepts (both initial and revised) would result in a reduction in the number of windows
compared to the status quo. This would therefore yield corresponding benefits in terms of
reduced player travel (in particular long-haul flights for foreign-based players representing their
national teams), which would in turn be favourable from a player-welfare standpoint both for
injury and illness prevention and player performance.

•

Further research would be required into the impacts of switching between national team and club
environments in terms of injury risk and player performance. It is anticipated that differences in
intensity and load arising from a change of environment could increase the risk of injury, however
further analysis is necessary to fully explore this.

•

A FIFA World Cup every two years would provide more playing opportunities for national teams.
Playing in a FIFA World Cup can lead to improved national team performance in the future.
Exposure to the FIFA World Cup also provides teams with higher revenues to reinvest in football
development, such as enhancing young people’s access to the game. Participation in FIFA World
Cups also has a number of other flow-on effects which boost football development as well as
providing other broader positive impacts to the country at large.

PLAYER-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS
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“Football without fans is nothing. It could be the greatest
game in the world but if there are no people there to watch it,
it becomes nothing. The fans are the lifeblood of the game.”
If the artists of our game are the players, then surely the fans are their muses. As legendary manager Jock Stein
is credited as saying, “Football without fans is nothing. It could be the greatest game in the world but if there are
no people there to watch it, it becomes nothing. The fans are the lifeblood of the game.”
FIFA has recognised the vital importance of fans and placed them at the heart of its vision for the future of
football – as first evident in FIFA 2.0: The Vision for the Future and later built upon in The Vision 2020-2023: Making
Football Truly Global.
Recent events, whether with regard to the presence of spectators in football stadiums over the last 18 months or
the involvement of fans in discussions around the structure and organisation of football, have further entrenched
the view that the collective voice of fans should serve as one of the loudest within our game and be amply heard.
Therefore, in line with FIFA’s objective of undertaking the most inclusive and thorough consultation process that
the world of football has ever seen on a global basis, FIFA has proactively consulted fans across the world as it is
of unequivocal significance when considering the future of football. Acknowledging that the appetite of fans to
watch the FIFA World Cup more frequently is a vital component when assessing the viability and sustainability of
the biennial FIFA World Cup concept, there was a clear need to survey fans and canvass their opinion.
To that end, FIFA entrusted IRIS, one of the world’s leading institutional experts in sports research and intelligence,
to perform one of the most comprehensive global sports market research studies ever conducted. The main
purpose of the study was to survey football fans and the population at large in order to ascertain the desire to
see the FIFA World Cup held every two years. Such an approach was taken in order for the views of both current
and prospective football fans to be taken into consideration.

07

The executive summary as well as the detailed report of this extensive exercise can be found here.

FAN
CONSIDERATIONS

However, for ease of reference, this report provides a high-level summary of the results and methodology applied.
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7.1 SUMMARY
OF METHODOLOGY
As stated above, the key objective of this exercise was to survey football fans and the population at large to

An overview of the sample size employed in the second survey can be found below. Further details of the

understand views with regard to organising biennial FIFA World Cups.

methodology deployed in the fan survey can be found in the IRIS report.

In total, approximately 100,000 respondents across 140 countries around the world were surveyed. The survey
included the use of market-leading global panel providers such as YouGov, Dynata, and CINT. This ensured that
a representative pool of respondents covering all of the six confederations were part of the survey, thus enabling





individual member associations and confederations to comprehend the views of fans within their respective
territories.
To obtain a broad understanding of fan’s attitudes towards the concept of a biennial FIFA World Cup, the survey
was approached in two steps:
•

A first survey to ascertain attitudes towards the frequency of the FIFA World Cup as part of a larger market
A second standalone survey to further ascertain more targeted feedback on organising more frequent
FIFA World Cups (taking into consideration the impact on player welfare), in particular directed towards a
biennial FIFA World Cup.

13,949
10,310

UEFA

18%
12%

CAF

12,481
13,285

CAF

16%
13%

Concacaf

5,516
5,516

Concacaf

7%
8%

CONMEBOL

5,012
5,012

CONMEBOL

7%
6%

OFC

1,749
1,749

To further enhance the integrity of the survey, where there were countries in which the sample size was deemed
case of the second survey, for example, this resulted in a final pool of 96 countries and approximately 77,000
those countries where local laws required) and data quality checks were performed according to market research
standards.

OFC

Illustration Total people surveyed 76,890

62%

2%
0%

Actual person

insufficient to meet the threshold for statistical significance, these were omitted from the final analysis. In the
respondents being considered. Furthermore, all respondents were at least 16 years of age (18 years of age in

50%

AFC

UEFA

research survey into the matter; and
•

38,183
42,675

AFC

Adjusted by population
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30,390
21,200
17,621
7,264

Football fan

Individual sports fan

Other team sports fan

Other (not specified)

None

415

Illustration Response breakdown per favourite sport

29

UEFA

15
10

18,519

35-44

17,228

45-54

10,369

55+

14,099

7

Female

Male

16
7

Non-binary

35,965
40,706
218

8

CONMEBOL
OFC

25-34

1

22%
24%
22%
13%
18%

11
33

Concacaf

16,675

Illustration Response breakdown by age category

AFC

CAF

16-24

3

Illustration Response breakdown by gender

Included

Illustration Total countries surveyed 140
*44 countries are not included in the survey results due to the low number of respondents in these countries

Not included

47%
53%
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7.2 SUMMARY
OF RESULTS
First survey (July – August 2021)
To the matter of ascertaining attitudes toward the frequency of organising FIFA World Cups, more than 23,000

Both of these outcomes are visually presented below:

responses (15,000 of which list football as their favourite sport) across 23 countries were obtained. The results
36

indicated that:
•

A majority of football fans (55%) would like to see a more frequent FIFA World Cup.

•

Of this majority, the preferred frequency is biennial (55%), when compared to annual (20%) and every

63.7%

Yes

three years (25%).
•

When segmenting:
•

Almost all regions (represented here by confederations) prefer to see a FIFA World Cup more frequently.
There are also considerable differences between the so-called traditional markets and the developing
football markets.

•

23.3%

Maybe

Generally speaking, younger generations in all regions are more open and interested in change than
older generations.

11%

No

No opinion

2%

Second survey (August – November 2021)
With a majority of football fans from the first survey in favour of a more frequent FIFA World Cup and the majority
of those preferring the biennial rhythm, the second survey further explored viewpoints around more regular

Illustration Overall results: football fans

FIFA World Cups, with a greater emphasis on biennial frequency. With approximately 77,000 responses (bringing
the total for both surveys to approximately the 100,000) across a final pool of over 90 countries analysed, the
robustness of the data is regarded as very high.
The results of the survey conducted provide overwhelmingly positive feedback as a whole, with:
•

More than 63% of football fans worldwide stating that they would like to see the FIFA World Cup held more
often (for example biennially).

•

50.3%

Yes

27.8%

Maybe

More than half of all total respondents also in favour of seeing the FIFA World Cup held more frequently,
with only 14% of respondents opposed to it.

14%

No

No opinion

7.9%

Illustration Overall results: all respondents
Markets were selected based on football interest and viewership, geographic diversity, and population sizes while still obtaining a
representative indication of the regions covered

36
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When segmenting by region, the results vary among the confederations, with a desire for more frequent FIFA
World Cups from respondents within the CAF (76% in favour), AFC (66%), OFC (55%), CONMEBOL (54%), and

KEY FINDINGS

Concacaf (53%) regions compared to just under half of respondents within the UEFA (48%) region being in
favour. However, it is important to note that approval for more frequent FIFA World Cups (for example biennially)

•

significantly outweighs disapproval in every confederation and at the global level.

To survey the viewpoint of current and prospective fans towards more frequent FIFA
World Cups, and in particular biennial FIFA World Cups, one of the most comprehensive
global sports market research studies ever was conducted, reaching as many as 140

When considering age demographics, the results also suggest an overall preference for more frequent FIFA World

countries and approximately 100,000 respondents.

Cups amongst football fans. Of particular significance is the view of younger fans, with 65% of those between
the ages of 16-24 in favour of staging the FIFA World Cup more frequently, whilst 68% share the same view in the

•

25-34 age category.

Based on the results of the study conducted, a majority of fans and the public at large
would like to see FIFA World Cups more frequently.

•

When it comes to football fans:
•

80

disapproval across all regions.

68%

65%

64%

•

61%
55%

60

•

20

24%

21%

10%
2%

2%

1%

across the world to watch more frequent FIFA World Cups, but the results should also
3%

2%

Consequently, it can be concluded that the positive results not only provide an adequate
level of assurance with regard to the appetite for football fans and the public at large

15%

12%

10%

9%

27%

25%

Approval outweighs disapproval across all age categories, with a particular
preference amongst younger fans (i.e. 16-24, 25-34).

40

23%

	Approval for more frequent FIFA World Cups (i.e. biennially) significantly outweighs

give confidence to various stakeholders, including member associations, commercial
partners and broadcasters, as to the viability and sustainability of a biennial FIFA World

0

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54
Yes

Maybe

55+
No

No opinion

Illustration Response breakdown per age catergory

Indeed, as the table above demonstrates, the most popular response for football fans (or indeed all respondents)
of all age categories was “yes” (i.e. in favour) when it comes to more regular FIFA World Cups. In fact, when further
segmenting age categories by region, the yeses outweighed the nos in 29 out of the 30 categories (with the over55s in one confederation being the only exception).
Overall, it can be concluded that the positive results not only provide an adequate level of assurance with regard
to the appetite for football fans and the public at large across the world to watch more frequent FIFA World Cups,
but the results should also give confidence to various stakeholders, including member associations, commercial
partners and broadcasters, as to the viability and sustainability of the biennial FIFA World Cup concept, in
particular for future generations – the fans of tomorrow.

Cup concept.
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The FIFA World Cup is the largest single-sport event in the world and provides an unforgettable and transformative
experience for teams, fans, the media, broadcasters, commercial partners and others across the globe. In simple
terms, organising more regular FIFA World Cups would widen the competition’s reach and effect, giving those
same groups the opportunity to experience those emotions more often, as well as providing opportunities to
those who may have never experienced it first-hand to do so for the first time.
By the same token, the FIFA World Cup is a mega-event and a complex undertaking to organise, requiring
significant resources and expertise to ensure it is delivered successfully and to the satisfaction of all its key
stakeholders.
To that end, it was important for FIFA’s feasibility study to examine the organisational impacts of delivering a FIFA
World Cup every two years to assess its viability and to ensure that the uniquely high standard of the tournament
could be maintained.
In this respect, the key areas which FIFA has considered are:
•

the extent to which FIFA could identify suitable hosts as partners in organising FIFA World Cups on a
biennial basis; and

•

whether and how FIFA could successfully organise and operationally deliver FIFA World Cups every two
years.

However, before addressing these two topics, it is important to explain the context by first exploring the potential
impacts for countries that have the opportunity to host FIFA’s flagship men’s football event.

08
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8.1 HOSTING
OPPORTUNITIES

Some countries have had the honour of hosting the FIFA World Cup on multiple occasions, including Italy, France,
Germany and Brazil. In 2026, the USA will host for the second time, whilst Mexico (which, in 1986, became the first
country to host the event twice) will be the first country to host for a third time.

It is worth noting that, to date, only 17 countries (not including Qatar, who will host in 2022, or Canada, who will
co-host in 2026) have had the chance to host a FIFA World Cup. This only accounts for 8% of FIFA’s 211 MAs.

Notably, there are significant differences between the six confederations in terms of the number of times they
have hosted the tournament, as shown in the table below:

The graphic below shows which countries have hosted the FIFA World Cup since the inaugural edition in 1930:

FIFA WORLD CUP HOST COUNTRIES

11
1958
1974, 2006

2026

1966
1954

1938, 1998
1994, 2026

4

1982

1934, 1990

1970, 1986, 2026

2002

2

1950, 2014

5
1962

1

1930
1978

0

2010

NUMBER OF FIFA WORLD CUPS
HOSTED

GAP BETWEEN THE MOST RECENT
EDITIONS HOSTED

AFC

1 (2022 will be the 2nd time)

20 years*

CAF

1

N/A

Concacaf

3 (2026 will be the 4th time)

32 years**

CONMEBOL

5

36 years

OFC

0

N/A

UEFA

11

12 years

* Including the 2022 edition awarded to Qatar.
** Including the 2026 edition awarded to the USA, Canada and Mexico.

2002

2022

CONFEDERATION

MEMBER
ASSOCIATION

YEAR(S)

MEMBER
ASSOCIATION

YEAR(S)

Canada

2026

Korea Republic

2002

USA

2026, 1994

France

1998, 1938

Mexico

2026, 1986, 1970

Italy

1990, 1934

Qatar

2022

Spain

1982

Russia

2018

Argentina

1978

Brazil

2014, 1950

England

1966

South Africa

2010

Chile

1962

Germany

2006, 1974 (West
Germany)

Sweden

1958

Switzerland

1954

Japan

2002

Uruguay

1930
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8.2 BENEFITS OF HOSTING A
FIFA WORLD CUP
As outlined before, with twice as many FIFA World Cups, more regions around the world would have the chance

Half of the six confederations have hosted the FIFA World Cup no more than once in the competition’s 90-year

to stage the tournament. Organising a biennial FIFA World Cup would benefit many countries that may otherwise

history. In the cases of the AFC (Japan and Korea Republic 2002) and CAF (South Africa 2010), each has hosted the

never have had the chance to experience the potential advantages that come with hosting the biggest single-

tournament only once, while the OFC has never been awarded hosting rights. In contrast, UEFA (11), CONMEBOL

sport event on the planet. A sample of some of these benefits is presented below, although there are also a

(five) and Concacaf (three) have hosted 19 editions to date.

number of intangible/immeasurable benefits that hosting the FIFA World Cup brings to a host country.

Moreover, most regions of the world only see the tournament come around once in a generation or, in some
cases, not at all. Most recently, South America waited 36 years between FIFA World Cups, whilst North/Central

Economic impact

America will have waited 32 years by the time the 2026 edition takes place. Asia will not have seen a FIFA World

As is widely known, the economic benefits of hosting a FIFA World Cup can be immense, with

Cup on its shores for more than 20 years when the opening match kicks off in Qatar next year, the previous

the impact on host countries and cities frequently having been shown to have a measurable

edition in Asia having been held at the opposite side of the continent. Africa has only hosted once and Oceania

effect on national GDP. For example, Russia’s estimated USD 14.5 billion gain from hosting

has never hosted at all. Europe had the shortest wait between editions, but the last two FIFA World Cups hosted

the 2018 FIFA World Cup effectively added one per cent to the country’s entire gross

there were still 12 years apart. This would appear to be at odds with FIFA’s vision to make football truly global, in

domestic product for that year. Taking the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil as another example,

which the FIFA World Cup plays a critical role.

approximately 14 million jobs were created in the four years leading up to the tournament
because of the FIFA World Cup, according to the Getulio Vargas Foundation. Finally, the FIFA

Were FIFA to organise FIFA World Cups every two years instead of every four, it is widely expected that the number

World Cup generates significant investment and economic activity in the host country. For

of countries to host the tournament would rise quickly. First and foremost, biennial FIFA World Cups would

example, according to Ernst & Young, it was estimated that 2014 tax revenues for the host

automatically double the number of hosting opportunities. Secondly, since 2016, FIFA has adopted an open

country linked to investment in the tournament amounted to as much as USD 7.2 billion.

policy when it comes to accepting co-hosting proposals, which further increases the number of countries that
can participate in organising a FIFA World Cup and taps into a wider pool of candidates that may not meet all

In addition, as part of the financial model for hosting the tournament, a direct contribution is

of the hosting requirements alone, but that can collaborate and develop partnerships with others to deliver an

made towards the development of football in the host country in the form of a FIFA World Cup

amazing event.

Legacy Fund. For reference, the contributions for FIFA World Cups 2014 and 2018 were in the
order of USD 100 million.

Even accounting for some repeat hosts, these two factors would result in significantly more hosting opportunities.
Over a 20-year cycle, and assuming an average of three co-hosts per FIFA World Cup (in line with the 2026 edition

Indeed, there are also economic benefits for countries whose national teams qualify for the

and the latest indications of prospective bidders for the FIFA World Cup in 2030), one could realistically expect

FIFA World Cup, even when they are not hosting the competition. For instance, according to

there to be 15 hosts under the status quo of hosting the event every four years. Organising a FIFA World Cup

the Centre for Retail Research in the UK:

every two years would see this number reach 30. This means that in 20 years, 30 countries would host the FIFA

“Every goal scored by an England footballer – right the way
to the final – would be worth £165.3m to England’s retailers
and an extra £33.2m to pubs, hotels and restaurants.”37

World Cup in all six continents.

Further details on the broader economic impact of a FIFA World Cup (which is a more holistic
analysis) can be found in the report prepared by OpenEconomics.

37

www.bbc.com/news/business-44711254
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Sporting infrastructure

General sporting development

On the sporting infrastructure side, hosting the biggest single-sport event in the world

Hosting a FIFA World Cup provides inspiration not just for the host country’s national team,

provides host countries with a great incentive and commercial rationale to upgrade their

but also for the country’s footballers. Heightened interest in the game before, during and after

sporting infrastructure, whether this relates to building new stadiums and training facilities or

the tournament has been used by previous hosts to boost the number of registered players

upgrading existing sites. The high standards required to stage a FIFA World Cup help to ensure

and to grow the domestic game from the grassroots to the professional elite. Organisers can

that future generations of footballers can continue to benefit from these improved facilities

use the tournament to stage workshops and festivals for players, coaches and referees, further

long after the competition has ended. Recent hosts Brazil and Russia both used the event to

strengthening the game’s foundations within the host country or countries.

revamp iconic grounds (the Maracanã and Luzhniki stadiums).
Knowledge transfer
General infrastructure

Another important legacy of hosting a FIFA World Cup is the experience and know-how

Infrastructure upgrades that accompany the hosting of a FIFA World Cup can extend far beyond

acquired by the local workforce. For example, the 1,300 Local Organising Committee (LOC)

the match venues, with host countries and host cities often taking the opportunity to refresh

staff who worked on the 2018 FIFA World Cup will be able to harness that experience when

and improve everything from hotels and transport links to medical, security and IT services.

it comes to hosting other major sporting or entertainment events in Russia in the future.

For example, preparations for Qatar 2022 have included the creation of the brand-new Doha

Hosting the FIFA World Cup also provides the opportunity for locals to get involved, working

metro system, new roads and a major expansion of Hamad International Airport. FIFA also

with people of all cultures and backgrounds, and to experience first-hand the magic of the

works towards encouraging and ensuring that host countries seek to invest in sustainable

competition through the various volunteer programmes. In Russia, over 18,000 host-city

infrastructure that leaves long-lasting benefits for future generations.

volunteers were selected and trained to help with operations in the host cities, whilst over
17,000 LOC volunteers in 85 regions in Russia and 112 countries helped to ensure the smooth

Tourism and local promotion
In terms of tourism impact and promotion for the hosts, the FIFA World Cup brings crowds
to stadiums and viewers to screens, putting host countries and cities in the global spotlight
for weeks and months at a time. The 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia broke all records for TV and
online audiences, with almost 4 billion viewers (more than half the world’s population) tuning
in to watch the action in addition to the 2.9 million foreign tourists who visited the World
Cup’s host cities. By showcasing the best of what their countries have to offer, hosts can look
to attract domestic and international tourists, both during the tournament and long after the
final whistle has been blown.
National-team development
As referenced in section 6.5 of this report, when it comes to national-team development at the
senior level, hosting the FIFA World Cup – which brings direct qualification for the tournament
– has been shown to boost the home team’s performance. In fact, there is a strong correlation
between the hosting of a FIFA World Cup and the performance of the home side, with nearly
one in three (29%) of the tournament’s previous editions having been won by the home team
and nearly 60% of hosts having reached at least the semi-finals of their home tournament.

running of all tournament operations.
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8.3 HOST IDENTIFICATION AND
HOST APPOINTMENT MODEL

In terms of suitability, the table below summarises the high-level hosting requirements for the FIFA World Cup
2026 in terms of the minimum inventory of key official sites needed, otherwise referred to as the “tournament
footprint”. This refers to the number of sites that must be provided by the host country(ies) to meet FIFA’s

Host identification

minimum requirements for delivering the tournament.

The FIFA World Cup is an event that garners significant interest from FIFA’s MAs and countries around the world,
and the hosting rights are a coveted prize. This is why FIFA continues to administer bidding processes which are
structured to reflect the high demand for the opportunity to host the tournament and the competitive nature of

KEY SITES

REQUIREMENTS: 48-TEAM FWC (2026)
Minimum required inventory

Host cities*

12

Stadiums

12

Looking ahead to the bidding process for the FIFA World Cup 2030, there is already significant interest in hosting

Team and referee base camps

49

the event, with indications that anywhere between four and eight candidates are exploring the possibility of

Venue-specific facilities

48

Accommodation (guest rooms)

65,000

IBC

1

FIFA Fan Festival**

12

the process.

making a bid.

BIDDERS

* The number of host cities may be lower where host cities have multiple stadiums.
** The number of FIFA Fan Festival sites required is one per host city. Fewer are required if any host cities have multiple stadiums.

2018

When assessing suitability, it is necessary to consider not only the number of sites, but also their minimum scale
or capacity. For example, prospective host countries may have a sufficient number of stadiums, but these sites

2026

may be unsuitable in terms of their capacity for hosting the FIFA World Cup (i.e. insufficient seating capacity).

2022

The table below provides some basic information relating to stadium site capacity based on the high-level
hosting requirements for the FIFA World Cup 2026:
COMPONENT

Minimum stadium net seating capacities

2030

REQUIREMENTS

Opening and final matches

80,000

Semi-finals

60,000

All other match categories

40,000

EDITION

BIDDERS

It is worth noting that, despite the increase in the number of teams and matches under the new 48-team format,

2018

Belgium/Netherlands, England, Portugal/Spain, Russia

the minimum requirements for stadium numbers and their capacities has not increased. Furthermore, with the

2022

Australia, Japan, Qatar, Korea Republic, USA

opportunity to co-host, MAs and countries can participate in hosting the FIFA World Cup without having to satisfy

2026

Canada/Mexico/USA, Morocco

2030

Indications suggest 4 to 8 possible bidders

all of the requirements on their own.
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8.4 ORGANISATION AND
OPERATIONAL DELIVERY MODEL
By way of background, in its 2016 document entitled FIFA 2.0: The Vision for the Future, FIFA first outlined the
need to assess the operational model for the FIFA World Cup to maximise efficiency and ensure the event reaches
its full potential. With these objectives in mind, FIFA embarked on the process of identifying an optimal structure
for delivery of the tournament, culminating in the FIFA Council’s approval of a new operational strategy in May
2017. The overriding objective of this strategy was to establish a true partnership that leverages the respective
strengths and contributions of each key stakeholder in organising the FIFA World Cup, namely:
•

FIFA: the ultimate event owner that brings a wealth of experience in organising international football
tournaments and continuity of know-how across multiple editions of the FIFA World Cup

•

The host country(ies) and respective MA(s): ensure delivery of the host country’s obligations
(infrastructure and key services), leverage relationships with local authorities and provide local expertise

•
It is also worth highlighting that, in each of the recent bidding processes, there have also been suitable hosts

The local entity(ies): a subsidiary(ies) established by FIFA which replace(s) the LOCs of the past and
serve(s) as the special purpose vehicle that leads the operational delivery of the event locally

that have not been selected and therefore missed out on the opportunity to host the FIFA World Cup. Morocco’s
bid for the 2026 edition met FIFA’s technical threshold for hosting the event and, although the 2018 and 2022

FIFA first transitioned to this new operational model with the upcoming FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 and has since

processes were run under a different evaluation process, it is fair to assume that all of the bidders listed in the

implemented the model in its complete form for the FIFA World Cup 2026 as well as the FIFA Women’s World

table above would have been strong hosts had they been appointed.

Cup 2023, with local entities being established in both jurisdictions earlier this year. Internally, FIFA has also
established dedicated project teams to centrally coordinate the delivery of FIFA World Cup operations and serve

Accordingly, taking the above information into account, FIFA has every confidence that there will be a sufficient
pool of high-quality potential hosts to choose from in the foreseeable future.
Bidding processes
In terms of the appointment processes for securing hosts, there are options available which are regarded as
feasible.
Currently, FIFA’s bidding processes for a FIFA World Cup are structured to run for approximately one and a half
to two years. This means that FIFA could retain its current approach of administering the process on an editionspecific basis (i.e. appointing the host(s) for one edition at a time) without the need for two bidding processes
to overlap. Essentially, processes could be administered on a rolling basis (shortly after one concludes, the next
begins), with every second FIFA Congress awarding the hosting rights to a FIFA World Cup. In addition, should
more flexibility be required with the timing of the appointment, there is also the possibility of organising an
extraordinary FIFA Congress (virtual, if needed) to appoint hosts.
Also, given the additional opportunities to host the FIFA World Cup that would be generated by shifting to a
biennial cycle, the requirement for rotation under article 68 paragraph 4 of the FIFA Statutes (which does not
allow the same confederation to host the FIFA World Cup in consecutive editions) could be reviewed. This would
further maximise the pool of eligible candidates.

as a counterpart to the local entities and host MAs.
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With this new agile model in place, FIFA is confident that it could successfully deliver FIFA World Cups on a biennial

are employed in the final 12-18 months of a tournament lifecycle, increasing the frequency of FIFA World Cups

basis. Internally, although an increase in the frequency of FIFA World Cups would mean that more resources

to a biennial cycle could enable such individuals to transition seamlessly from one edition to the next. This

would likely be necessary, there is already significant in-house expertise to respond to more frequent events. FIFA

would also benefit the delivery of the FIFA World Cup as it could help to retain highly experienced staff, who are

would also continue to have dedicated project teams which could alternate more efficiently between editions

essential to the event’s operational success.

of the tournament (i.e. two dedicated project teams whereby each team would deliver one edition and, upon
completion, immediately transition onto the edition scheduled for four years later). Locally, FIFA would continue

Looking forward, in the event that a biennial FIFA World Cup concept were to be adopted, sufficient operational

to rely heavily on its local entities to serve as operational leads for their respective editions under the strategic

lead-in time and resources would be imperative to ensure that FIFA could continue to deliver the best FIFA World

direction of FIFA.

Cup with each passing edition.

It is important to highlight that successfully delivering multiple FIFA World Cups in parallel is not unknown
territory. Rather, the planning of FIFA World Cups is already an overlapping process because the operational

KEY FINDINGS

lead-in time is typically longer than the current four-year period between editions, so FIFA is already accustomed
to organising multiple FIFA World Cups during the same timeframe. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that
increasing the frequency of FIFA World Cups would mean that the tournaments would not be delivered to the

•

same high standards as those in the past.
One other consideration that should not be overlooked is the positive impact that organising FIFA World Cups

Based on the analysis performed, FIFA has every confidence that there would be a sufficient
pool of high-quality potential hosts to choose from in the foreseeable future.

•

can have on the labour market of the sport events industry. Since the vast majority of sport events professionals

In terms of the appointment processes for securing hosts, there are multiple options
available which are regarded as feasible.

•

With its new operational model in place, FIFA is confident that it could successfully organise
FIFA World Cups on a biennial basis. Sufficient operational lead-in time and resources
would be imperative to ensure that FIFA could continue to deliver the best FIFA World Cup
with each passing edition.
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As The Vision 2020-2023: Making Football Truly Global highlights:

“Sustainable investment in, and development of, football is key
to its long-term growth.”
The capacity to perform the above, deliver on the key mission to truly globalise, popularise and democratise
football for the benefit of the entire world, and meet the statutory objectives enshrined in FIFA’s Statutes, all
depend upon a solid financial foundation. The FIFA World Cup, the most prestigious men’s competition in
the most popular sport on earth, has historically generated the lion’s share of FIFA’s revenues, which are then
distributed across the entire football pyramid to provide support to member associations and other football
stakeholders.
Therefore, it is imperative that, as part of this feasibility study, the financial impacts of staging a biennial FIFA
World Cup are thoroughly considered and analysed to ensure that it would be economically sustainable for FIFA,
its members and the entire football ecosystem.

9.1 METHODOLOGY
Appreciating the complexity of such a matter, FIFA worked with external experts to design a consistent
methodology for an economic impact analysis with regard to a biennial FIFA World Cup and a revised
international match calendar. More concretely, this impact analysis provides valuations for the different
revenue streams impacted by the aforementioned topics.
Nielsen Sports
•

09

Nielsen Sports is the world’s leading research and consulting company in the sports, gaming and
entertainment industry. Nielsen Sports uses its regional in-market expertise to address the needs of local
teams, leagues, events and brands, as well as infrastructure to support the world’s biggest names in global
sports. A unique combination of advanced machine learning and people-powered analysis is applied to

FINANCIAL
CONSIDERATIONS

provide clients with a clear and comprehensive picture of the sports landscape – helping to drive informed
decisions.
•

Nielsen Sports performed an analysis of the direct impact of organising a FIFA World Cup every two
years (within the context of a revised international match calendar, as per the revised concept described
in chapter 4), with a primary focus on revenues generated. The analysis includes an examination of the
impact, over a four-year cycle, on:
o

FIFA

o

Member associations

o

The national-team football ecosystem
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OpenEconomics is a leading advisor in economic analysis, assisting multilateral institutions, governments
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9.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The reports produced by Nielsen Sports and OpenEconomics are available here.

and large enterprises in evaluating policies and investments and their economic, social and environmental
impacts. The company integrates scientific skills with an in-depth knowledge of regulatory and market

Whilst each report contains detailed analysis, a summary of the key conclusions is set out below for ease of

features. OpenEconomics also conducts intense research and development activities, which has generated

reference:

several innovative methodologies, models and techniques, documented by more than 150 scientific
•

articles and publications.

Nielsen Sports Report

OpenEconomics performed an analysis, at a macroeconomic level, of the broader financial and

Direct financial impact analysis38

socioeconomic impacts of staging a FIFA World Cup every two years (within the context of a revised
•

international match calendar, as per the revised concept described in chapter 4). OpenEconomics also

Organising a FIFA World Cup every two years is forecast to result in a significant increase in revenues
over a four-year cycle, rising by ~USD 4.4bn (~62% uplift) already in the first cycle:

supported the direct impact analysis mentioned above by verifying the work performed by Nielsen Sports.

o

The status quo (48-team FIFA World Cup) would generate ~USD 7.0bn for the first cycle.

o

Biennial FIFA World Cups would generate ~USD 11.4bn for the same cycle.

For further details on the methodology of each field of analysis, please consult the standalone reports of Nielsen
Sports and OpenEconomics (link provided on the next page).

+62%

12

11.4 bn
6.0

10

+30%

8

6

5.4 bn

3.6

3.1

4

2

7.0 bn
3.4
2.4

1.7
0.6

2 .0
1 .0

0

FWC
2022 (32
Current
teams)

Future Status Quo
Cycle 1 (48 teams)

New IMC - Biennial
FWC Cycle 1

Gate receipts

Sponsorship

Media

Illustration Biennial FIFA World Cup financial impact (USDbn) (Source: Nielsen Sports analysis verified by OpenEconomics)
38

Please note all figures are in USD and rounded to 1 decimal place, therefore any differences in totals are purely due to rounding
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•

DETAILS

Looking at the national-team football ecosystem as a whole, the revised concept (which factors in
not only biennial FIFA World Cups but also changes to the international match calendar) would lead to
an even bigger positive overall impact on revenues in absolute terms generated from national-team

Nielsen Sports provided the following valuations:

football globally, rising by ~USD 6.6bn (~35% uplift) already in the first cycle.

Baseline 32 teams – the baseline value of a 32-team FIFA World Cup is estimated at around
USD 5.4bn, considering contracted and projected revenue streams for the upcoming FIFA

+35%

World Cup 2022 in Qatar.

11.4

25

different time zones and market sizes. Furthermore, an average inflation rate was applied.

23.0 bn

18.5 bn

20

(i.e. non-venue specific) FIFA World Cup. It includes several simulations across the different
continents (following the continental FIFA World Cup rotation principle), accounting for

-8%

11.4

Status quo 48 teams – the baseline value of a 32-team FIFA World Cup was adjusted from USD
5.4bn to USD 7.0bn (+USD 1.6bn) to account for 48 teams. This valuation reflects a normalised

25.1 bn

7.0

15.1 bn
15

5.4

5.4
3.7

3.8
Biennial FIFA World Cup – the following methodology was applied:
•

10

5

biennial FIFA World Cups. Analysis was conducted on key drivers such as advertising and
subscription revenue, sales and marketing costs, production costs and broadcasters’
on premium sports content.
•

2.7

2.4

Media rights: an uplift of 64% is expected from the status quo 48-team scenario to

margin. Market specific growth rates were applied, reflecting trends in industry spend

3.3
1.4
3.6

1.2
2.8

3.4

3.0

1.4
3.6

1.4
3.5

0

Current IMC
Current IMC

Future
Status
Future
Status
Quo
Quo
Cycle
Cycle
1 1

Sponsorship: an uplift of 45% is forecast from the status quo 48-team scenario to
FIFA World Cup

biennial FIFA World Cups. It was assumed that there is ongoing growth in demand.

New IMC
IMC –
- Biennial
New
Biennial
Cont.Tournament
Final
Cont. Final
Tournament Cycle 1
Cycle 1
Continental Final Tournament

Other compet. & friendlies – media and gate receipts

All inventory would therefore be sold, as for previous editions. There is accounting for

IMC
- Non
New New
IMC –
Non-Biennial
biennial
Final
Cont.
FinalCont.
Tournament
Tournament Cycle 1
Cycle 1

Qualifiers – media and gate receipts
MA sponsorship

dilution of audience and saturation.
•

Gate receipts: in terms of revenue and purchasable inventory, ticketing and hospitality
sales at FIFA World Cups have historically been strong. As such, the gate revenue is

Illustration Total national-team football revenue (Source: Nielsen Sports analysis verified by OpenEconomics)
Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures.

expected to increase in line with the number of fixtures in an expanded FIFA World Cup

•

due to the strong fan base and demand, particularly for general admission ticketing. For

o

The status quo would generate ~USD 18.5bn for the first cycle.

the biennial FIFA World Cup scenario, an uplift of 94% is expected.

o

As stated above, biennial FIFA World Cups are forecast to generate an additional ~USD 4.4bn.

Costs: the operational costs are estimated at USD 2.4bn for two editions of the FIFA

o	The revised international match calendar, which would bring with it more meaningful and
competitive matches, would be expected to generate an additional ~USD 0.5bn39.

World Cup in the first full cycle of the new international match calendar.

o	The potential organisation of biennial confederation final tournaments would be expected to
generate ~USD 1.7bn40.
o

39
40

The total revenues derived for the football ecosystem would therefore increase to ~USD 25.1bn.

In the event that confederations elect not to organise final tournaments biennially, this figure would be adjusted to ~0.2bn.
In the event that confederations elect not to organise final tournaments biennially, this would not be realised.
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Looking at national-team football by revenue stream, it is estimated that increases across each key

+3.4 bn

revenue stream (media rights, sponsorship and gate receipts) would be experienced. One of the
explanations for this is the redistribution in the proportion of match types towards more competitive

12

and meaningful matches (i.e. final tournaments, more competitive qualifiers, etc). For instance, the graph
below, which shows the audience share (a proxy for value) in a sample of markets across match types,
reflects the higher value in final tournaments and qualifiers:

10
8
6

79%

73%

67%

66%

71%

4
2

+184%

+157%

25% 26%

25%

1.9
2 .0
1.2
Biennial
Biennial
FWC
FWC

Biennial Cont.
Final
Final Tournament
Tournament

Qualfiers

29%

FIFA World Cup

Qualifiers
Qualifiers

Other compet.
Other compet.
& friendlies
friendlies
&

Continental Final Tournament

New IMC
New IMC
Cycle
Cycle 11

Other compet. & friendlies

Illustration Projected uplift in media revenue by competition (Source: Nielsen Sports analysis verified by OpenEconomics)
Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures

England

Germany

FWCQ
FWC 18FWC18
GS
GS
Friendlies
FWCQ
FWC 18FWC18
GS
GS Friendlies

Media rights revenues would increase by ~USD 3.4bn in Cycle 1 of the new IMC as FIFA’s members would have
elected to create a more attractive set of rights to monetise.
Spain

Friendlies
FWCQ
FWC 18FWC18
GS
GS

Japan
79%
75%

85%

+1.3 bn
8

6.9 bn
2.4

68%

8.3 bn

1.1

8.3

0.0

0.3

6

+170%
+108%

1.0
4

28%

3.6

Future Status
Future Status
Quo
Quo Cycle
Cycle 11

N/A

Spain

8.8 bn

0.7

2.3

12.1

0.0

0.3

0

+128%

28%

24%

12.1 bn

33%
23%

28%

3.6

2

0

Future Status
Status
Future
Quo
Quo Cycle
Cycle 11

Japan

Friendlies
FWCQ
FWC 18FWC18
GS
GS
Friendlies (2018/19)

Biennial
Biennial FWC
FWC

Biennial
Biennial Cont.
Cont.
Final
Final
Tournament
Tournament
FIFA World Cup

Argentina

MA
Qualifiers
sponsorship

Continental Final Tournament

New IMC
Cycle 1
MA sponsporship

Friendlies
FWCQ
FWC 18FWC18
GS
GS
FWC Qualifying (2018)

FWC 2018 - Group Stage

FWC 2018 - Knock Out

Illustration Audience share of fixtures in domestic market. (Source: Nielsen Sports; Percentage share of live TV viewers in domestic market)

Illustration Projected uplift in sponsorship revenue by competition (Source: Nielsen Sports analysis verified by OpenEconomics)
Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures

Sponsorship revenue would increase by ~USD 1.3bn in Cycle 1 of the new IMC as a result of the enhanced
exposure that more meaningful matches would create for commercial partners
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+45%

+1.9 bn
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Illustration Projected uplift in gate revenue by competition (Source: Nielsen Sports analysis verified by OpenEconomics)
Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures

MA sponsorship

Gate receipts

Illustration Forecast incremental MA national-team revenue (Source: Nielsen Sports analysis verified by OpenEconomics)
Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures

Gate receipts would be expected to increase by ~USD 1.9bn in Cycle 1 of the new IMC due to the increase (pro
rata) in the volume and quality of the matches.

•

The status quo is that all members would benefit from a pool of ~USD 10.3bn for the first cycle.

•

As stated above, the revised international match calendar, and the more meaningful and competitive
matches it would bring, would be expected to generate more direct revenues for member associations.

Benefits

•

The revised concept and the significant increase in revenues that this would generate across the board would
mean that all members would be better off and it would have a tremendous impact on their future financial
stability. The concept would also yield benefits and flow-on effects for the football ecosystem more broadly.

There would be increases in prize money by a minimum of 50% (from today’s prize money, USD 400m to
USD 600m) as well as in the FIFA Club Benefits Programme.

•

In addition, any incremental revenues generated from the additional FIFA World Cup would be
entirely channelled back to member associations for the development of football through solidarity
distributions and increased prize money. In other words, 100% of net revenues for FIFA resulting from

Member associations would benefit from upwards of ~USD 4.7bn in additional direct and indirect benefits:

the additional FIFA World Cup every four-year cycle would be made available for the sole and entire
benefit of the member associations, and FIFA would retain no incremental revenues arising from this
additional tournament. In particular:
o	An increase of 50% in FIFA Forward distributions (USD 6m per member association for the
current four-year cycle rising to a minimum of USD 9m for the first full four-year cycle of the new
international match calendar).
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50% growth

1.9 bn

14

4.5 bn

12

1.3 bn

USD 6m per MA
(per cycle)

10

USD 9m per MA
(per cycle)

8

4.0 bn

6

4

3.5 bn

2

Current
Future
Status
distributions
Quo Cycle 1

New IMC
Cycle
1 distributions
Biennial
FWC

0

New IMC
Cycle 1

New IMC
Cycle 2

New IMC
Cycle 3

Illustration FIFA distributions (source: FIFA analysis)

Forecast value of MA fund (USD)

Illustration FIFA contribution to MA Solidarity Fund over time

•

As noted above, whilst all member associations could be expected to greatly benefit from the
increased revenues referenced above, a fund (“MA Solidarity Fund”) would be established to provide
additional protection in the unlikely event that any member association experienced any negative
financial impact.
o	The fund would be subject to the highest good governance standards and would amount to
a minimum of USD 3.5bn for the first full cycle. It would increase by ~USD 0.5bn per cycle
thereafter (i.e. around USD 4.0bn for the second cycle and USD 4.5bn for the third cycle). The

30m total
19 m

30

25m total
16 m

25

USD 16m potential
in solidarity per
MA on average

20

establishment of the fund will be made possible due to the increases in revenues generated from
the revised international calendar (in particular the additional FIFA World Cup), with increases to the

USD 19m potential
in solidarity per
MA on average

15

fund over time resulting from the appreciation in value of FIFA World Cup rights that naturally occurs
from cycle to cycle.

10

o	Based on the amounts projected, the fund would clearly be more than sufficient to cover any
potential losses and therefore the balance of any funds not drawn upon by member associations
would be redeployed to provide for ongoing development programmes.
o	To put this into context, this fund would equate to an average of over USD 16m in additional
revenues per member association for the first cycle and almost USD 20m for the second cycle,
with further increases to continue cycle-to-cycle (in addition to the FIFA Forward Programme and

5

11 m

9m
6m

0

Current
Future
Status
Quo Cycle 1

Biennial
Cont. 2
New
IMC Cycle
FinalFWC
Biennial
Tournament

New IMC Cycle 1
Biennial
Biennial FWC
FWC
FIFA Forward

the prize money).
Illustration Impact of combined FIFA Forward and MA Solidarity Fund Distribution (source: FIFA analysis)

MA Solidarity Fund
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FIFA would maintain sufficient levels of cash reserves, ensuring a healthy and sustainable financial

OpenEconomics Report

position to react quickly to any unexpected circumstances. Such cash reserves would never go below
the current level.
•

•

The study performed by OpenEconomics sought to review the most reliable data sources and scientific

Finally, one of the key issues highlighted in section 3.5 of this report with regard to the current landscape

analyses to explore both the magnitude and the complexity of the economic impact of the FIFA World Cup

of men’s football is the competitive imbalance across regions, which is no doubt impacted by relative

and the costs and benefits of the concepts included in this report.

financial position. The analysis indicates that the revised concept would enable all member associations

•

The macroeconomic analysis estimates that the revised concept would generate an incremental global

to benefit from increased revenues and be better off in absolute terms, whilst also ensuring a more

GDP of more than USD 80bn in present value terms41 (growing by 83% from USD 100bn for the current

even redistribution of revenues to help facilitate bridging the gap. For example, as the diagram below

calendar to USD 183.6bn). In addition, it would also contribute towards generating almost two million

illustrates, whilst Europe’s relative share in comparison to the rest of the would fall, it would still generate

permanent jobs (FTE) by increasing the 1.1 million already created under the status quo by a further

significantly more revenue in absolute terms than under the status quo.

800,000. The benefits would be widespread and ensure a leap in scale and scope of the economic activities
revolving around the FIFA World Cup and the confederations’ final tournaments. They would also provide
a rebalancing of the product mix, with an emphasis on quality, determining critical changes able to foster
an inclusive and sustainable economic development in the long term.

Overall uplift from new IMC

USD

+6.1bn

•
USD
+2.4bn

6.4bn

Factoring in the above, the revised concept cannot be viewed as solely a simple business proposition,
but rather as the recognition of, and the attempt to maximise, an historic opportunity for the growth and
reshaping of the football industry, advancing the cause of sport as a key human endeavour and as a leading

New IMC Impact

sector to promote talent development and social inclusion in an era of reconstruction.

USD 6.2bn

USD
+3.7bn

For the standpoint of the football industry, the revised concept could be anticipated to yield higher
returns, mitigate risks and ensure a more balanced growth for all its stakeholders.

8.6bn

New IMC Cycle 1

USD

•

USD

Today 2019-22

•

New IMC Impact

Local and regional competitions would take advantage of the increase in interest and participation
generated at the global level and gain a more significant share of the “football dividend”.

USD 2.7bn

•

Today 2019-22

For clubs impacted by the release of players, the benefits generated by national-team tournaments
(through the increased value appreciation of the players involved, club benefits programmes, club

Rest of the world

Europe

Today (2019-22)

New IMC Cycle 1

protection programmes, etc.) would outweigh the costs.

USD 15.0bn

USD 8.9bn
Rest of
the world

Europe

Rest of
the world

Europe

31%

69%

43%

57%

MORE REVENUES FOR ALL
USD +6.1bn

MORE EVEN DISTRIBUTION
Illustration Revenues from MAs as a result of biennial FIFA World Cup (USDbn)

41

Applying a 5% discount rate over a 16-year period.
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•

To understand the financial impacts of organising a FIFA World Cup every two years, FIFA
commissioned:
o

Nielsen Sports to analyse the direct financial impacts, including on:

		

FIFA

		

Member associations

		

The national-team football ecosystem

o	OpenEconomics to analyse the broader financial and socioeconomic impacts at a
macroeconomic level.
•

The detailed results of the analysis can be found in separate, standalone reports produced by
Nielsen Sports and OpenEconomics respectively.

•

Based on the analysis conducted, organising a FIFA World Cup every two years is forecast
to generate a significant increase in revenues over a four-year cycle when compared to the
status quo, resulting in an additional ~USD 4.4bn (~62% uplift) in the first cycle. Looking at
the football ecosystem as a whole, the revised concept (which factors in not only biennial
FIFA World Cups but also changes to the international match calendar) would lead to an even
greater positive overall impact on revenues in absolute terms generated from national-team
football globally, rising by ~USD 6.6bn (~35% uplift) already in the first cycle.

•

This uplift would flow directly through to member associations and the national-team football
ecosystem to ensure that all would be better off, with FIFA retaining no incremental revenues
arising from this additional tournament. Teams would benefit from increases in prize money,
clubs would benefit from increases to the FIFA Club Benefits Programme and value generation
for their players, whilst member associations would benefit from sizeable increases in FIFA
Forward distributions. FIFA would also establish an MA Solidarity Fund to provide additional
protection in the unlikely event that any member association experienced any negative
financial impact, amounting to ~USD 3.5bn for the first full cycle and increasing to ~USD 4.0bn
in the second cycle.

•

The analysis also indicates that the revised concept would enable all member associations
and regions to benefit from increased revenues and be better off in absolute terms, whilst also
ensuring a more even redistribution of revenues to help facilitate bridging the gap. This is in
line with FIFA’s objective to ensure global competitiveness.

•

In macroeconomic terms, it is estimated that the revised concept presented in this report
could generate a global GDP of more than USD 180bn in present value terms, whilst also
generating almost two million permanent jobs over a 16-year period.

•

Analysis suggests that clubs and leagues could benefit from the revised concept in economic
terms. Clubs generally benefit in overall terms from players’ participation in national-team
football, whilst local and regional competitions could leverage the increase in interest and
participation generated at the global level to gain a more significant share of the “football
dividend”.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
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10.1 COMMERCIAL
Media rights
FIFA has conducted a thorough analysis of its existing media rights agreements, and such contracts, including
those which continue beyond the FIFA World Cup 2022, are structured such that they grant the right to exploit
media rights in relation to specific named FIFA competitions only (e.g. FIFA World Cup 2022, FIFA World Cup 2026,
etc.).
At present, FIFA has only entered into media rights agreements in respect of FIFA competitions envisaged under
the existing FIFA competition schedule. Therefore, FIFA has not entered into any media rights agreements which
are intended to grant rights in respect of any additional editions of the FIFA World Cups. This means that FIFA is
free to exploit its media rights for those tournaments as it sees fit.
Marketing rights
The vast majority of FIFA’s existing commercial agreements will expire upon the conclusion of either the FIFA
World Cup 2022 or the FIFA Women’s World Cup 2023 (or shortly thereafter), with the effect that these expiring
agreements would not affect the exploitation of commercial rights in respect of any subsequent editions of the
FIFA World Cup.
There are three sponsorship agreements which, subject to their terms, will continue until 31 December 2030.
These agreements contain certain commitments which will require FIFA to have discussions with each of the
relevant sponsors about which rights they might be granted in respect of any such additional editions of the FIFA
World Cup and any related rights fees to be paid.
Other key revenues
FIFA has not entered into any ticketing or hospitality agreements which grant any rights to additional editions of
the FIFA World Cup.

10

Therefore, FIFA would be free to exploit its rights in respect of ticketing, hospitality and other ancillary revenues
for those tournaments as it sees fit.

LEGAL
CONSIDERATIONS
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Amendments to either of these provisions are certainly not prerequisites to changing the frequency of the FIFA
World Cup to a biennial cycle. In any event, even if there had been wording to state that the FIFA World Cup

FIFA Statutes

takes place every four years, these regulations are approved by the FIFA Council. This means that if a decision

The FIFA Statutes do not state that the FIFA World Cup is to be held every four years. No amendment to the FIFA

were taken by the FIFA Congress to organise a FIFA World Cup every two years, as the legislative (and highest)

Statutes would therefore be required to organise a FIFA World Cup every two years.

body within FIFA’s structure, this decision would supersede regulations issued by the FIFA Council, which is FIFA’s
executive body. This also applies to all other regulations issued by the FIFA Council (e.g. the FIFA Disciplinary

There appear to be only two references to a four-year cycle in connection with the FIFA World Cup, and both are

Code, the FIFA Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players, etc.).

very much indirectly related to it:
Other relevant regulations
•

Article 33 paragraph 2 of the FIFA Statutes states that:

Unsurprisingly, the Regulations for the FIFA World Cup42 refer to the FIFA World Cup being held every four years.43

“[t]he President shall be elected by the Congress for a period of four years in the year following a
FIFA World Cup™”.
•

Article 61 paragraph 1 of the FIFA Statutes states that:

Those provisions may therefore need to be amended accordingly. However, they do not prevent the decision
from being taken in the first place.

“[t]he financial period of FIFA shall be four years and shall begin on each 1 January in the year
following the final competition of the FIFA World Cup™”.
Amendments to either of these provisions is certainly not a prerequisite to changing the frequency of the FIFA
World Cup to a biennial cycle.
Therefore, the FIFA Congress, as the highest legislative body of FIFA, may take a decision to hold the FIFA World
Cup every two years. The FIFA Congress may approve such a proposal with a simple majority (more than 50%) of
the valid votes cast (article 30 paragraph 9 of the FIFA Statutes).
If a decision were to be taken to host the FIFA World Cup every two years, any change in the timing of the editions
could impact upon the aforementioned provisions and so these would need to be adjusted accordingly.
FIFA Governance Regulations
The FIFA Governance Regulations do not state that the FIFA World Cup is to be held every four years. Therefore,
no amendment to the regulations would be required to organise the FIFA World Cup every two years.
As with the FIFA Statutes, there appears to be only one reference to a four-year cycle in connection with the FIFA
World Cup, and it is likewise very much indirectly related to it:
•

Article 53 of the FIFA Governance Regulations states that:
“[t]he President shall be elected by the Congress for a term of office of four years in the year
following a FIFA World Cup”.

42

Regulations for the FIFA World Cup 2022™ Preliminary Competition

43

Article 4 paragraph 1, Regulations for the FIFA World Cup 2022™ Preliminary Competition
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10.3 REGULATORY
ASPECTS

KEY FINDINGS

The regulatory framework for international football is governed by several FIFA regulations. These cover matters

•

such as:

organising FIFA World Cups every two years in the future.

i) the international match calendars for men’s football, women’s football and futsal;44

•

ii) the release of players to play for their representative teams during an international window;45
iii) eligibility to play for representative teams;

FIFA’s commercial agreements that are currently in place do not prevent FIFA from

Neither the FIFA Statutes nor any other set of regulations in place prevent FIFA from
organising FIFA World Cups every two years in the future.

46

iv) differentiating between official (international) competitions47 and non-official (international) competitions
and matches that involve representative teams; and
48

v) rules governing those official (international) competitions (i.e. FIFA competition regulations) and nonofficial (international) competitions and matches.

49

There are no barriers within the existing regulatory framework for international football that prevent FIFA from
organising the FIFA World Cup every two years in the future. Rather, the regulatory framework for international
football is drafted and designed to complement and govern policy decisions made by the relevant FIFA decisionmaking bodies. Transitory provisions would be built in to any regulatory amendments to ensure regulatory
certainty.
Therefore, if a policy decision were taken to introduce a FIFA World Cup every two years, the football regulatory
framework could be adapted accordingly. In this context, this process provides the perfect opportunity to
consolidate the regulatory framework for international football into one new and streamlined set of regulations
(e.g. Regulations Governing International Football). This would provide clarity for all stakeholders.

44

Annexe 1, Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players

45

Annexe 1, Regulations on the Status and Transfer of Players

46

Articles 5-9, Regulations Governing the Application of the FIFA Statutes

47

Definitions, FIFA Statutes

48

Article 70, FIFA Statutes

49

Regulations Governing International Matches

•

The regulatory framework for international football is adaptable to policy decisions.
There are no current barriers to a FIFA World Cup being organised every two years in the
future. If that occurs, the regulatory framework could be consolidated into one new and
streamlined set of regulations.
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